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VUE OE L'INTERIEUR DE LA GROTIE O'ANTIPAROS,

A SHORT HISTORY OF SPELEOLOGY
UP TO 1900
by

Trevor R. Shaw
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CAVE RESEARCH
SPELEOGENESIS

Tectonic Causes
The earliest and simplest ex planation for the origin of caves was that they were caused directly by
cracking and fissuring of the rock. Descartes (1724, pp.369-372), writing in 1644, stated that quite big
passages resulted from the disturbances associated with the formation of hills. Again, Hooke (1705) wrote
in 1668 that earthquakes seem "to be that which generates Hills, and Holes, Cliffs, and Caverns, and all
manner of Asperity and irregularity in the Surface of the Earth."
To De Luc (18 11 , pp.409-410) caves were caused by "catastrophes of the strata". They resulted
" from t he greater susbsidence of some of the lower masses of the strata, divided by fractures, and not
followed by the masses above, the latter being supported on the sides, and forming the roofs of the caverns" .
Vi det (1834) maintained that caves were the spaces formed between the beds of rock during
folding. somewhat the same as the spaces that can arise if the leaves of a book are made to buckle by pushing
the edges inwards. Farey (1811, 1, 292), rather than depending on earthquakes or subsidences, believed
that caves resulted from "the great degree of shrinking which this ... limestone seems to have undergone".
Drains for the Flood
Leibniz started from the basis that the biblical Flood was indeed just a flood of water over the
pl"esent earth and did not involve wholesale destruction of the eartier rocks; he believed though that the
water drained away afterwards into the "Abyss", a subterranean reservoir stretching beneath the surface of
the whole world. Shortly before 1691 he wrote "of a great flood whose waters, at the end of it, found their
way to the interior of the earth by narrow fissures and cave passages" . Hutchinson ( 1749, p.l98). writing
before 1738, explained that the water of the Flood drained partly through holes in the bottom of the sea and
partly through " Fissu res, Swallows, and Cracks in the Strata", thus enlarging them into caves by erosion.
Alexander Catcatt (1761 ), who was familiar with the Mendip area, restated more explicitly
Hutchinson's ideas on the origin of swallow holes and caves. As evidence in favour of this theory, he
repeated the commonly accepted statement that Eldon Hole was supposed to have been plumbed to 808m
without touching bottom, with the last 73m through water, implving that it connected with the "Abyss".
He also argued that swallow holes could not have been formed bV river water, as many of them were on the
tops of hills. Noting that many of the pebbles found in caves were not of local origin he thought that they
could only have been brought there bv the waters of the Flood. His writings did, however, make the case
for caves having been formed by the action of water - clearly argued and published before Esper's far·
fetched explanations of 1774.
Gas Bubbles in new Limestone
Esper fl774, p. l04 ) introduced the novel theory that caves were formed by the decomposition
gases from the rotting bodies whose bones now remain in many caves. The carcases, he supposed, were
deposited at t he same time as the new rock during the biblical Flood. This was consistent with then current
ideas t hat the Flood involved a tumultuous solution or suspension of previous rocks which only gradually
settled to form present-day rocks. The gases from the animal bodies pressed the cave walls outwards
wherever they were not yet hard enough to resist.
Penn f1825, p.345), writing in 1823, developed this theory in mOl"e detail. The continually
increaSing gas would force its way upwards until a vent was made to the surface. Small caves resulted from
this vent occurring at an early stage in their formation ; if the gas were retained for longer the caves became
more lofty .
Erosion of Soft Limestone
Esper (1774, p. l06) put forward also an alternative theory of cave formation which he himself did
not favour. While the new rock was still soft and covered with the waters of the Flood, any fissuring of its
surface would admit water into it. If this fissuring penetrat~ right through the new rock to the "Abvss"
beneath, the fissures would serve as passages fOl" the water draining away and, the rock being soft, would be
enlarged bV erosion. This is a soft-rock variant of Leibniz's theory above.
John Hutton f1780, p.39) and Eaton (1820, pp.230-231) presented a more down -to-earth version
of the theory which did not depend on the biblical Flood . They maintained that cave passages were formed
by underground streams acting in fissures while the limestone was still new enough to be soft.
Erosion
Theories of speloogenesis bV erosion can be divided into two sorts. From the 16th to the early
19th century they existed alongside the tectonic theory: Faventies and Buffon were opposed to the
tectonic explanation while Virlet regarded erosion as complementarv to it. In the second half of the 19th
century erosion was considered alongside solution theory, either as complementary to it (B ischof and Martel)
or In opposition (Flamache).
Faventies (1561) spoke of "tremendous caves ... It is quite certain that all this is mainly the work
of water". He did not make it clear whether he was thinking of cataclysmic floods or normal underground
streams. Buffon (1749, p.546) wrote that "caves from which issue strong springs or rivers, have been formed
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CAVE RESEARCH
SP ELEOGEN ESIS
Tectonic Causes
The earliest and simplest explanation for the origin of caves was that they were caused directly by
cracking and fissuring of the rock. Descartes (1724, pp.369-3721, writing in 1644, stated that quite big
passages resulted from the disturbances associated with the formation of hills. Again, Hooke (17051 wrote
in 1668 that earthquakes seem "to be that which generates Hills, and Holes, Cliffs, and Caverns, and all
manner of Asperity and irregularity in the Surface of the Earth."
To De Luc (18", pp.409-410) caves were caused by "catastrophes of the strata". They resulted
"from the greater susbsidence of some of the lower masses of the strata, divided by fractures, and not
followed by the masses above, the latter being supported on the sides, and forming the roofs of the caverns" .
Virlet (1834) maintained that caves were the $paces formed between the beds of rock during
folding, somewhat the same as the spaces that can arise if the leaves of a book are made to buckle by pushing
the edges inwards. Farey (1811, " 2921, rather than depending on earthquakes or subsidences, believed
that caves resulted from "the great degree of shrinking which this ... limestone seems to have undergone".
Drains for the Flood
Leibniz started from the basis that the biblical Flood was indeed just a flood of water over the
present earth and did not involve wholesale destruction of the earlier rocks; he believed though that the
water drained away afterwards into the "Abyss", a subterranean reservoir stretching beneath the surface of
the whole world. Shortly before 1691 he wrote "of a great flood whose waters, at the end of it, found their
way to the interior of the earth by narrow fissures and cave passages" . Hutchinson (1749, p. l98), writing
before 1738, explained that the water of the Flood drained partly through holes in the bottom of the sea and
partly through " Fissures, Swallows, and Cracks in the Strata", thus enlarging them into caves by erosion.
Alexander Catcott (1761), who was familiar with the Mendip area, restated more explicitly
Hutchinson's ideas on the origin of swallow holes and caves. As evidence in favour of this theory, he
repeated the commonly accepted statement that Eldon Hole was supposed to have been plumbed to B08m
without tOUChing bottom, with the last 73m through water, implying that it connected with the "Abyss" .
He also argued that swallow holes could not have been formed by river water, as many of them were on the
tops of hills. Noting that many of the pebbles found in caves were not of local origin he thought that they
could only have been brought there by the waters of the Flood. His writings did, however, make the case
for caves having been formed by t he action of water - clearly argued and published before Esper's farfetched explanations of 1774.
Gas Bubbles in new limestone
Esper (1774, p. 104) introduced the novel theory that caves were formed by the decomposition
gases from the rotting bodies whose bones now remain in many caves. The carcases, he supposed, were
deposited at the same time as the new rock during the biblical Flood. This was consistent with then current
ideas that the Flood involved a tumultuous solution or suspension of previous rocks which only gradually
settled to form present-day rocks. The gases from the animal bodies pressed the cave walls outwards
wherever they were not yet hard enough to resist.
Penn (1825, p.3451. writing in 1823, developed this theory in more detail. The continually
increasing gas would force its way upwards until a vent was made to the surface. Small caves resulted from
this vent occurring at an early stage in their formation; if the gas were retained for longer the caves became
more lofty.
Erosion of Soft limestone
Esper (1774, p_'06) put forward also an alternative theory of cave formation which he himself did
not favour. While the new rock was still soft and covered with the waters of the Flood, any fissuring of its
surface would admit water into it. If this fissuring penetrat~ right through the new rock to the "Abyss"
beneath, the fissures would serve as passages for the water draining away and, the rock being soft, would be
enlarged by erosion. This is a soft-rock variant of Leibniz's theory above .
John Hutton (1780, p.391 and Eaton (1820, pp.230-231) presented a more down -to·earth version
of the theory which did not depend on the biblical Flood. They maintained that cave passages were formed
by underground streams acting in fissures while the limestone was still new enough to be soft .
Erosion
Theories of speleogenesis by erosion can be divided into hvo sorts. From the 16th to the early
19th century they existed alongside the tectonic theory: Faventies and Buffon were opposed to the
tectonic explanation while Vitlet regarded erosion as complementary to it. In the second half of the 19th
century erosion was considered alongside solution theory, either as complementary to it (Bischof and Martel)
or in opposition (Flamache).
Faventies (1561 ) spoke of "tremendous caves ... It is quite certain that all this is mainlv the work
of water". He did not make it clear whether he was thinking of cataclysmic floods or normal underground
streams. Buffon (1749, p.546) wrote that "caves from which issue strong springs or rivers , have been formed
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and shaped by water carrying sand and silt ... and it would be wrong to attribute t he origin of these caves to
subsidences and earthquakes". When Virlet (1835) visited the Grotte d Osselles (France) he saw what would
now be recognised as joints modified by the action of water. To him these were "dislocations" that had
determined the passages and there were traces of erosion where they had acted as water channels; he noted
the "quite deep marks of erosion along the wa lls, indicating different water levels ".
Bischof (1847·5 1, " p.26) and Martel believed that the erosive action of water was important but
that it was consistent with solution occurring also. Flamache (1896) , however, objected to the solution
theory because he maintained the water would be saturated with calcium carbonate everywhere except dose
to the surface. Thus he was forced to favour erosion. He was in some difficulty here, for he accepted that
there must have been a preliminary stage before the cave passages were large enough to carry streams. He
argued that, until one of the passages was large enough to take all the normal flow, there would be a network
of passages, initiated by erosion from water forced through them by the difference in height between the
inlet of the water and its exit.
Solution by Juvenile Water
The earliest proponents of the solution theory recognised that only solution could explain the
configuration of some caves, but they did not realise that ordinary rain water possessed the power of
dissolving limestone.
Thus Aubuisson de Voisins (1819,2, p.383): "the main cause of their formation seems to be the
solution of the minerals which originally occupied the places that are now empty cavities; these places,
perhaps of gypsum or marl or even salt, will have been dissolved or diluted by the water and carr ied away
by it. It is even possible that water containing original acid, such as occurs in the interior of the earth, has
acted on the limestone itself and carried it off in its underground circulation: the shape of the cave walls
and the rounded contours of projecting parts all agree in showing the effects of so lution".
Parandier (1833) maintained that caves were dissolved by specially corrosive water which was
hotter and more dense and contained more carbon dioxide than it does today. The fissures in which the
water acted had been produced previously by earth movements. Parandier's theories were copied almost
entire by De Serres (1836), without acknowledgement.
Dupont (1894, pp.204-5) excavated caves in Belgium fr om 1864 to 1872. He saw clearly that the
caves had been formed by solution by carbonic acid, but up to about 1880 he supposed that this aggressive
water was of mineral origin. His later ideas are treated below.
Solution by Vadose Water
Buckland (1836), in a paper read the previous year, noted that "the interior of caverns usually
presents an irregular carious surface, similar to that which is produced on a mass of limestone submitted to
the action of an acid." This acid, he supposed at that time, was a carbonic acid vapour or solutio n of
juvenile origin. But by 1839 (Buckland, 1840) he considered that the carbonic acid contained in rainwater
produced similar effects in corroding cavities on the surface of chalk. He never explicitly stated, however,
that rainwater was sufficient to dissolve limestone.
Bischof (1847·51, 1, pp.25·26) noted the amount of calcium carbonate carried off in rivers from
limestone areas. Cracks and fissures were produced in the rock by contraction as it dried and it was through
these that there flowed the rainwater containing carbo n dioxide which hollowed out caves by solution, aided
to some extent by erosion. Phillips (1853) was among those who followed Bischof.
Martel is commonly thought to be a strong advocate of speleogenesis by erosion. He was, but he
held also that solution played an equally important part. Even when he referred (Martel, 1897, p.350,
355) to Gaping Gill as "an abyss fOfmed by erosion" he went on "it is certain that, as much by corrosion
as erosion, the water has excavated the cave", and this insistence on the dual role of solution and erosion
persisted throughout his writings. He specifically (Martel, 1896, p.31) referred to scalloping as characteristic
of the effects of corrosion - "the turbulent appearance of the wall s, cupped with shallow cavities close
together". Avens in cave roofs he also attributed to turbulence, "being formed by the spiral action of
torrents" (Launay & Martel, 1891, p.148). Martel insisted that all this action occurred with trickling water
and the water of underground streams. He was adamant that there was no water table but only discrete
stream channels.
Solution by Phreatic Water
Dupont (in Willems, 1894, p.376), after asserting that caves resulted from solution by water
containing carbon dioxide. pointed out that this could occur either in the ground water lone or above. "The
deep circulation collects into a series of channels which come to the surface as risings. Water that descends
below the level of the valley bottoms fills the spaces (fissures, fractures, faults, etc) existing in it and
constitutes II reserve of underground water." In arguing that many cave passages were formed entirely by
solution he gave diagrams of passage cross·sections which showed clearly that they were completely filled
with water at the time of their formation (fig. 1). Mechanical erosion cou ld not form cave passages but
could modify their shape in cases where the passage contained a running stream at some stage. Dupont
(1894, p.209) described scalloping as small bowl·like cavities in cave walls, the result of "chemical action
aided by the movement of little waves" in passages containing streams; he contrasted it with the large and
irregular cavities dissolved by still water.
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A violent controversy ensued between Dupont and Flamache who, with his followers, thou!tlt that
cave formation was a purely mechanical action. An indication of the interest taken in speleogenesis in
Belgiu m in t he 1890s is given by the fact that the Bulletin de la Socilitl! Beige de Gliologie contains twelve papers
totalling 397 pages on the subject in that decade, in addition to more general papers on limestone hydrology
and cave ell:ploration.
Barnes and Holroyd t 1896, pp.229·230) argued, like Dupont, that cave passages were formed by
solution in ground water. Over the turn of the century (from 1893 to 191B) Cvijic and Grund published
several major papers on speleogenesis by solution in fissures, largely at or beneath the water table.
SPELEOTHEMS
Vegetative Growth hypothesis
The hypothesis of vegetative growth although not the earliest, stands on its own and does not form
part of any developing sequence of concepts as do most of the others. Beaumont (1676), who considered
that fossil shells had grown in the rock where they were found, believed that stalagmites ,¥f!!W like plants:
"those Stone·plants have true life and growth"; "these are shap'd like them [plantsl, having inward pith or
sap, and likewise joynts, ... and sometimes cells, which may very well supply the place of veins and fibres."
The distinguished French botanist Tournefort (174 1, " pp.203·4) visited the Antiparos cave in
August 1700. He too believed that stalagmites and stalactites were plants, and noticed the concentric
circl es resembling tree rings in their structure. Also, the caves were dry so .. 'tis impossible this should be
done by the Droppings of Water, as is pretended by those who go about to explain the Formation of
Congelations in Grottos. It is much more probable, that these ... Congelations ... were produced by our
Principle, namelv, Vegetation."
This theory still had its supporters as late as 1775 when the Ab~ Pa9Seri , describing stalactites in a
cave in Monte Cucco, maintained that they were not a deposit from water, but drew their nourishment from
the rock itself and grew as plants do, from some hidden seed.
BySolidifiCitton of Water
The Earliest and simplest explanation of stalactite formations was that they resulted directly from
the solidification of water. So thought Aristotle in the 4th century BC and also Pliny; Avicenna, writing
about 1022 AD, and Albertus Magnus (1967, p.15) between 1254 and 1262, held the same views.
After the Renaissance, individual thought began to produ..:e alternative ell:planations. Palissy,
although he spoke of the congelation of water, ell:plained that a salt was deposited by it; but the earlier
theory still persisted in places, or perhaps was repeated uncritically. Borrichius (1680), however, did think
about the subject, and explained the solidification as occurring thus: "the continuous stillness of the particles
of water collected in places where they are not subject to any disturbance at all from the outside air" causes
them to "readily bind together because of their homogeneity".
From Vapours
In the 17th and 18th centuries several writers believed that the water which formed stalactites
came, not from percolation through the rock, but from condensation of vapours. Thus Jacob (1652), in a
poem describing Wookey Hole, wrote in 1632:
"Chill exhalations reeking up,
Reverberated into dew a top,
Habituated to this rock·pend Ayre,
Steale an unthawing hardness .....
Bea umont (1676) gave, as possible alternatives to his vegetative theory, formation "from Steams coagulating
either Dew ... or Waters issuing from the joynts of Rocks underground".
Hill (1748, pp.369·70) noticed stalactites formed under brick arches; they seemed to him to hang
not from the mortar but from the bricks and, besides, microscopic examination misled him into thinking
they contained material not present in mortar. He explained both these stalactites and those in caves as
follows : "Spar ... is capable of being raised with Water in vapours. That it continually is thus raised in the
Earth, is unquestionable; and such vapour, so loaded with Spar, ascending up, and at length concreted into
drops .. . easily deserted the Spar they had before brought up in form of vapour".
The origin of these "vapours" is not made clear, but it seems to be the normal humidity found in
caves. De Clave (1635, pp.476·82), however, had believed that the va pours rise from "cavities near the
region of the central fire" carrying up with them "the suitable nourishment" for the g-owth of stalactites,
" that is to say one of very small partides ... 50 subtle as to be almost imperceptible". His idea of these rising
"steams" or vapours is consistent with a contemporary theory which ell:plains the origin of springs by the
condensation of such vapours (e.g. Agricola, Kircher, etc.).
Deposit from Suspension or Solution in Water
The writers mentioned in this section did not take account and were probably not aware of the
presence of dissolved carbon dioxide in water.
Palissy (1564) saw stalactites in a cave near Tours and explained them thus: "The rainwater which
passes through the ground above the rock picks up some kind of salt which causes the formation of these
stones" . Ray (1692, p.76) wrote of the water precipitating "stony particles". The word particles, as used
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Fig. 2. Speleothems illustrated
in a Chinese book of 1596, the
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, Tehao Kang Mu by L1 Shih-Cben

Fig. 1. Diagram by Dupont ( 1n
Willems ,1894) ~howing croessection of joint-determined
cave passage f ormed by solution
whe n entirely water-filled.

Varia: Stelechitis differenci.e.

Fig. 3. Speoimens of stalactite
and a helictite from the collection
formed by Aldrovandue before 1605.

(from Aldrovandue,1648)
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Fig. 4. A 'dragon' skull from a
cave 1n Czechoslovakia, published
by Vo11gnad in 1676, in fact it i.
a bear eku~l.

at that time, might indicate either a suspension or a solution. King (1768) used the word corpuscle but
clearly meant a solution from which he talked about crystallization occurring.
These previous writers spoke of the water depositing its particles but they did not say what caused
this deposition. Whitehurst (1786, pp.JO.31) for the first time stated "the aqueous particles evaporate, and
leeve the mineral substances to unite according to their affinities." If the water evaporated more qUickly
than it exuded, crystals or spar were formed; if it evaporated nearly as fast, then "tubes" appeared; if the
flow was much faster than the evaporation, then stalactites occurred.
Deposit from Water containing Carbon Dioxide
Kirwan (1784, p.25) supposed that many stalactites were formed by deposit of particles from
suspension. but also some "transparent spars appear to have been formed from a solution in water, by means
of the aerial acid ." This is the first mention of the present day theory.
Cuvier (18 12, t, p.21) was more explicit and explained all stalactites in this way. "Certain waters,
after depositing the calcareous substances. by means of the superabundant carbonic acid with which they
are impregnated. become crystallized when the acid has evaporated, and form stalactites and other concretions."
Williams (1834) , in his unpublished manuscript notebook, wrote: "It [calcite] varies in quantity
a nd quality in different Caves, being less coherent & compact in some than others, it appears to depend
materially on the quantity of carbonic acid gas, contained in the water that percolates thro' the limestone
rocks ...
HeJictites
The first known picture and description of a helictite occurred in Aldrovandus (1648, pp.502-3)
(see fig. 3) . This shows one of the specimens in the minaral collection of Ulysses Aldrovandus formed before
he died in 1605. It is labelled "Variae Stelechitis differentiae" and shows a rather complex helictite of
constant thickness.
Bournon (1808, " pp.170-1) stated that protuberances and branches from the sides and end of
stalactites resulted from blocking of the central tube. They were made of aragonite. Wallace (1865)
suggested that "the fluids may circulate in the pores [of helictites] by capitlary attraction" thus bringing
the water to the point where growth is continuing.
Hovey (1882. p.186) was the first to use the term helictite. Barnes and Holroyd (1896) called
them Anemolites: according to them "They arise from the presence of changing currents of air blowing the
water to one side or upwards" , an idea put forward earlier by Brezina (1890).
Mondmilch
Agricola (1546) was the first to describe mondmilch. but the example he saw was evidently in a
q ua rry not a cave. Gesner (1555. p.661. who introduced the term "lac lunae", found it in a Swiss cave and
considered it to be a sort of fungus . It was Lang (1705) who first recognised its calcareous nature.
Cave Pearls
The earliest description of cave pearls seems to be that by Hill (1748, pp.370-1) who called them
White Sta lagmodiaugium . They are "found in form of a perfectly round ball ... sometimes in clusters ...
{with a l perfectly smooth ... surface ... When broken. they are found to be composed of a vast number of
(concentric] crusts, ... (: sometimes] a small Sparry nodule. of a coarser kind. may be seen, as the nucleus".
Bournon (1808. 1. p.175). who called them pisolites, explained that the evenness of the deposit
was due to their constant agitation and movement while forming. This explanation was repeated by several
o thers including Boyd Dawkins (1874, p.66) who introduced the term "Cave-Pearl".
BONE CAVES
Dragons. etc.
In the 16th and 17th centuries bones found in caves were not always recognised as such and. even
when they were, they were often assumed to be those of dragons, unicorns or giants. The belief that they
belonged to giants or unicorns was evidently held only by the peasants (Sennert et ai, 1632, pp.370-71) but
the expression "fossil unicorn' s horn" was nevertheless widely used for cave bones (e.g. Gesner, 1551,
pp.781 ·6) . For a long time they were used medicinally and it is likely that the search for them caused the
caves to be more thoroughly explored or even new ones to be discovered.
The skeleton of a dragon was said to have been found in 1602 in a cave on Mount Pilatus in
Switzerland. and live dragons were also supposed to have been seen about this time (Kircher, 1665. 2,
pp.89-97). Hain (1673) described remains of what he called dragons from \'NO cave in central Europe;
his illustration shows teeth and bones which are clearly recognisable as those of a bear. Vollgnad (1676)
published an engraving sent him by Hain showing a skull and labelled "Cranium Draconis Carpathici"
(fig. 4) ; this too is identifiable as bear. A map published in 1678 by Vischer (Abel & Kyrle, 1931, plate 6)
marks the location of the Drachenloch in Austria as "cave two miles long from which dragon bones are
obtained". The dragon identification was continued as late as 1739 by BrUckmann, who nevertheless had
some misgivings about it.
Sennert at 81 (1632, pp.370-71) believed that fossil bones were in fact "mi neral stones". Their
shape should not " stumble any man . For ... many wonderful things are shaped in the Earth." H~reus (1898),
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writing in 1719, also concluded that these bones could not have come from animals because some of them
were just shapeless masses at one end, quite unlike real bones. The specimens in question, which unfortunatelv
he does not il lustrate , may have been curiously shaped pieces of stalagmite; they may have been fossil bones
with a mass of stalagmite at one end; or they may have been bones deformed by arthr itis. Abel and Kvrle
(1931, plates 104· 113) show photographs of bear bones almost unrecognizablv deformed bV disease.
Concurrentlv with these various colourful interpretations, some writers understood the bones
correctlv. Gesner (155 1, pp.781-6) and De Boodt (1609, p.209) attributed them to deer, elephant and other
animal s; and on October 24 1666 Morav reported to the Royal Societv that "great bones and vast teeth"
had been found in a cave near Plvmouth. (Birch, 1756-57,2, p.117J.
Deposited bv t he Flood
Conringius (1665, p.36) and also Leibniz (1859, pp.97-8) who wrote shortly before 1691, wh ilst
they did not specificallv mention the biblical Flood, were evidentlv thinking of it when they referred to
animal bones being swept into caves bv a great flood whose waters were retreating to the interior of the
earth by way of the caves. Esper (1774 ) also attributed the presence of bones to the Flood, although bV a
different mechanism, (see p.3J.
Buckland (1822, pp.204-7, 2 15). although a believer in the Flood , did not argue that it was
responsible for the presence of the bones in the caves he had studied, but onlv for covering them with mud
afterwards. However, it is possible, he wrote, that in some other calles animals might "have been washed in
bv the diluvial waters". Young 11828, pp.302-5 ) disagreed with Buckland and believed that some of the
drowned animals floating about at this time drifted into caves.
Animal Dens
Th is theory, sometimes called the hyaena den theory of Buckland, was in fact originated by
Hunter (1794 ) who said that the animal bones in the Gailenreuth Cave had accumulated through its being
occupied by wild beasts during "many thousand years". Cuvier (1812,4, iv (i) pp.12·13) also believed this,
and Buckland (1822) argued the case in more detail.
Stratification in Cave Deposits
Recognition of the importance of stratification in cave deposits was delayed by Buckland's
influence. As he had explained the mud in bone caves as having been washed in after the an imal remains
by the waters of the Flood, there could be no question of successive layers. The whole contents of a cave
and indeed of different caves were therefore commonly regarded as similar and were excavated for specimens
without recognising the need to record their position.
However, De la Beche (1835, p.183) wrote "When an observer discovers bones in a cavern ... He
must be careful to mark whether different kinds of bones or teeth occur in particular beds, or are all mingled
together". When the Brixham Cavern was excavated in 1858-1859 to resolve once and for all the crucial
question of the antiquity of man, the deposits were excavated successivelv, bed by bed, in order to obviate
any risk of mislocating specimens.
The Antiquity of Man
One of the most violent controversies of the 19th century with which caves were associated was
over the question of whether or not man was contemporary with extinct animals. Horst (1654, p.l0) stated
that a human skull was dug up among the animal bones in a cave in the Harz mountains, but he did not
comment on its age. The first detailed record of human bones being found associated with those of extinct
animal s was by Esper (1774, p.26 ) who found them together with cave bear bones in Gailenreuth in 1771.
He considered carefully whether or not they were contemporary but considered that he had insufficient
evidence for such a momentous interpretation. " ... I do not, however, suppose without adequate reason t hat
these human remains are of the same age as the other animal petrifactions. They must have come together
with the others by chance. " This extract is taken from the original German version of Esper's book; a French
translation of it was published in the same year, in which the sense of this sentence is reversed , and this has
led some modern commentators into error.
tn 1790 Frere (1 800) made his famous discovery, though not in a cave, of flint tools beneath a
deposit containing prehistoric animal bones and which seemed to him to betong "to a very remote period
indeed ; even beyond that of the present world". This was followed at intervals by several finds of fl ints
and huma n remains alongside the bones of extinct animals in caves. In many cases they were interpreted
by their finders as contemporaneous but this was not generally accepted for many years.
Jouannet, in 1815 or 1816 (Cheynier, 1936, pp.27-28) found worked flints together with fossil
animal bones in the Grottes de la Combe Grenant (Dordogne). He realised the significance of this association
and drew attention to it but he did not himself express a definite opinion either way.
MacEnery excavated in Kent's Cavem from 1825 to 1829 and left a detailed manuscript account
of his work there which has since been published (Pengelly, 1869) . He found worked flints and bones of
extinct animals together in the same bed and he thought about the significance of this long and hard.
His considered opinion was that man occupied the cave shortly after the Flood that had brought in the mud
surrounding t he an imal bones, and that the flints sank down into this mUd. It has been argued (e.g. Daniel ,
1950, p.35) that this is not his considered opinion at all but a recantation due to deference to Buckland and
to his own religious beliefs and position, and many modern commentators have credited MacEnery with
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ha . . ing real ised t he correct interpretation. This appears, however, to be unjustified (see also Pengelly, 1881 ,
p.391, and Gruber, 1965).
Tournai in 1827 and 1828 found worked flints and human remains together with an imal bones in
the Grone de Bize lAude). The human bones were in just the same condition as those of the animals and
in 1829 he announced that he had found some o f the extinct animal bones bearing marks of cutting tools
(Daniel, 1950, p.34).
Schmerling (1833·34) exca . . ated several caves near Liege between 1829 and 1833. He found human
bones and artefacts associated with skeletons of rhinoceros and mammoth. "There can be no doubt, that
the human bones were buried at the same time and by the same cause as the other extinct species". His
findings, however, were not considered seriously by his contemporaries.
The opposition to the case for the antiquity of man was argued pa rtly from bibl ical authority but
mainly on the ground that the remains might ha . . e become mixed together at some time after their original
deposition, either by a subsequent flood or by the hand of man. That the opposition was so long-lasti ng
was due to the authority of its supporters. Cu . . ier expressly denied t he existence of early fossilised man.
Buckland, even as late as 1836, argued that the presence of hUman bones among those of primitive animals
could be explained by human burials in pits. Lyell (1832,2, pp.225-7) considered t he questions carefully
but concluded that the co·existence of man and extinct animals could only be proven if t hey were found
together in stratified deposits. By 1833, however, he was wa . . ering (Lyell, 1881 , 1, pp.401 ·2) having seen
Schmerling's specimens which he said were found "under circumsta nces far more difficult to get over than
any I ha . . e previously heard of."
Lyell , however, like others, was ultimately convinced by the results of the careful excavations in
1858-1859 in the newly disoovered Windmill Hill Cavern, Brixham, sponsored by t he Geological Society
and carried out under the superintendence of Pengelty, Further confi rmation was provided by t he Kent's
Cavern excavations which continued from 1865 to 1880.
Cave Art
Cave art was first recognised as prehistoric on pieces of carved bone. The first discovery was made
in 1813 by F. Mayor who found a length of staghorn engraved wi th a design of birds in the Grotte de
Veyder in Haute-Savoie. Subsequent discoveries were made by Brouillet in the Grotte de Chaffaud between
1834 and 1845. It was Lartet (1861) who first recognised the significance and true antiquity of these finds
and he himself made many other such discoveries.
Prehistoric wall paintings were seen in two caves before their significance was realised. De Belleforest
(1575, p. l98) wrote of "paintings in several places, ar,ld the traces or marks of large and small animals",
in the Grotte de Rouffignac . About 1864 Garrigou saw some of the paintings in the Grotte de Niaux and
wrote in his notebook "There are drawings on the wall; whatever can they be?" (Molard , 1908, p.185 ).
In 1878 Chi ron discovered incised figures on the walls of the Grotte Chabot (Gard ) and had them
photographed, but his find aroused no interest. In 1879 Sautuola found the famous paintings in Altam ira
and claimed that they ware of Palaeol ithic age; this he argued on the basis of similarities between them and
the decorated bone objects that were known to be prehistoric. A more conclusive proof of t he antiquity of
drawings on cave walls was obtained in 1895. when those in the Grotte de la Mouthe were revealed only
when deposits of Palaeol ithic age were removed. The great antiquity of cave art was still not widely
accepted until 1902, when Cartailhac was converted from his previous scepticism.
FAUNA
An isolated but very early report of cave fauna was made by Trissino (1550) who, in a letter dated
5th March 1537, recorded what must have been a form of Niphargus. He noted that at the far end of the
Covolo di Costozza in northern Italy there was a deep pool of clear water. "In this water no fish of any kind
are found, except for some tiny shrimp-like creatures similar to the marine shrimps that are sold in Venia."
Apart from this, the first recorded observations of cave fauna were made in the 17th century but
were limited to the larger creatures. When the intermittent lake of eerknica in Yugoslavia filled with water
each year, fish appeared in it from the caves below (Kircher, 1665, " p.2371. Proteus, the blind amphibian,
was recorded by Valvasor (1689, t, p.597) and Von Lowengreif found the first underground specimen in
Magdalena Jama in 1797 (Fitzinger, 1850, p.294).
In 1808 Schreiber5 discovered the fi m specimen of invertebrate cave fauna in Austria. More _
extensive collecting was done in the Postojna area by Hochenwart and others from 1831 onwards. It was
there too that the earliest classifications of cave fauna according to habitat were proposed . SchiOdte (1851 , p. l54)
divided it into shade-animals, twilight-animals, animals of the dark zone, and animals living on stalactites.
The classification into troglobites, troglophiles and "occasional cavernicoles" generally accepted now. was
put forward by Schlner (1854, pp.239-401.
In the United States, important work continued intermittently from 1840. In that year the bl ind
white fish of Mammoth Cave were first recorded by Davidson (1840, pp.54·51. TeHkampf (1844) described
crustacea and other fauna from the Mammoth Cave and was followed by Cope, Packard and others between
1867 and 1880. Cope (1872, pp,417-8) worked out a food cycle for cave fauna.
Perhaps because of it relative scarcity,little knowledge was obtained about 8ritish cave fauna in
the 19th century. Wright (1858) oollected in the Mitchelstown Cave in 1857 and Carpenter and Jameson
worked there tntween 1894 and 1897. Carpenter (1895) is notable for his early observation that some
species ingest clay particles for nutrition.
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In France t he first cave fauna was found in 1857 by De la R ou z~e and later work culminated in Bedel
and Simon (1875) publ ishing a catalogue of aU the species then known. Vi~ (1899) set up an underground
laboratory in the catacombs of Paris so that he could experiment on the effects of light etc. on the evolution
of cave speCies.
Modern biospeleology began with Racovitza, whose important essay (1907) reviewed the state of
knowledge and d iscussed the main unsolved problems. With Jeannel, he founded the journal Biospe%gic8
in 1907.
Cave fauna provided much evidence fo r the theory of evolution. Darwin (1859. p.138) argued that
cave species were not separate creations but evolved from surface animals by mod ifications, from the effects
of di sease on some organs and the development of others by natural selection. Cope (1872) and Packard
(1888) supported this with a mass of much more detailed evidence and Garman (1892) pointed out that
potent ial cave species were al ready partially adapted to darkness as a result of thei r life under vegetation
or stones.
Putnam (1872. pp.27·91 did not believe that the bl indness and tactile acuteness of cave crustacea
was the result of adaptation of surface species. It was more likely, he thought. that cave species consisted
of those which survived a change from salt water. via brackish to fresh water life.
CAV E FLORA

The earl iest reference to subterranean plants seems to be that of Lister (1674) who described a
fungus growing some 14m underground in a Derbyshire lead mine.
Scopeli (177 2) made the first serious study of vegetation underground, describing 75 species of
fung i from caves and mines in northern YUgoslavia. Humboldt (1793) found green plants growing in the
mines at Freiberg; he experimentiid on the influence of light on plant life and produced a large catalogue
of underground algae and fungi. Welwitsch in 1836 and Pokorny in 1854 collected fungi in the Postojna
cave.
An extensive study was carried out by Maheu (1906). He pointed out that heredity was not
possible in cave flora except for certain fungi; although an individual plant might survive and even spread
underground , retaining any modification it had developed. it did not normally fruit underground and so
could not transmit these modifications.
Cdr. T, R. Shaw, R.N.,
Gateways,
11 Bewley Lane.
Lacock,
Wiltshire.
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THE GENESIS AND CLASSIFICATION OF LAVA TUBE CAVES
by Christopher Wood

Summary
An auempt 11 mada to rHOI...., the current conflicts in vulcano~leologV which r",ull from 11M difficulti'" found
In raconciling tIM complu thraa~ima nsionallaV8 tube network$ with traditi~.1 models of lpeleogoenesis in lavas. The
import.nt observations.nd modeh of lelll tube cava genesis ara described and dlscuued. h is found on observational and
spec::ulatlvt grounds that tM models may be reduced to two : the cruning of open I.vt channals and the chilling of. shell
around flow units or pahoahoa 1011. TM populolf theory of I.minar flow and shear plane deV&lopment " . pre'1'lquisita
for the evolution of comple)! tube forms is discussed end rajected. Inslead, II is SUpsled tNt cavas of a mora complicated
form may rMult from thl cruning of braided channal flow or tha coalescance of drainege chennets carried in flow units or
toes. Multi·I,val liva tlHJe caves may be dlvtloped in a similar way and result from slicked conduits or flow units. In the
light of thlSe discUQions it is "en that a genetic classification of lava tube caves is not pr.cticabl., for one cave mey result
from a combmation 01 spaleogenic prOCMSIS. A descriptive daQification is IlMraforl proposed which is based on cave
form as measured by the ClIve survey.

Current conflicts in vulcano·speleology result from di fficulties found in reconciling the often
extremely complex three'<limensionallava tube cave networks with traditional models and observations of
speleogenesis in basaltic lava flows . For some, the principal hypotheses on lava tube genesis lack credibility,
for no one theory will suitably explain the wide range of lava tube morphologies encountered in the field.
Others are attracted, somewhat blindly, to a single all-embracing theory of laminar flow and speleogenesis
intimately linked with the formation of shear planes in lava, as an explanation for the origin of diverse
morphologies, though they provide little evidence in support. The cause of this conflict, which has flavoured
all recent discussions, appears to stem from the infant nature of vulcanospeleology, and results from
unsystematic terminology, poor fieldwork, ,nadequate documentation, a general acceptance of unproved
theories and, as yet, little observation of actively forming lava tubes. Conclusions have been drawn in the
past without the foundation of sound descriptive material. This paper then, is an attempt to resolve the
conflict. The information already available on speleogenesis in lavas will be summarised; much of it is, because
of the obscure publications in which it is found, still unknown to the general worker. Proposed models of lava
tube cave genesis will be reviewed in the light of known behavioural characteristics of basalt lava flows.
Models and observations of speleogenesis in lavas
General descriptive works on lava tube caves have in the past been numerous, but relatively little
important evidence was cited which would contribute to a discussion on the origin of these features. The
widely accepted traditional model which involved the simple crusting of a lava flow and its subsequent
drainage did little to explain the often extremely complex forms of lava tube caves. Clearly, speleogenic
processes at work in basalt flows were much more compli cated, It was only recently, within the last few
years, that important fieldwork was carried out both in ancient flows and in active extrusive volcanism.
These observations are outlined below, together with the more important older contributions.
During the 1947-8 eruption of the Icelandic volcano 'Hekla', Kjartansson (1949) was fortunate to
observe the formation of a lava tube cave which was subsequently named Karelshellir. His observations
in December, 1947, were of new lava to the NNE of HaskuldbJalla, which was being extruded from beneath
a flat apalhraun (aa) crust and flowed west down a slope of 1 in 8 with a velocity of 2Ocm/ sec. The lava was
confined to a narrow channel, and Kiartansson described how it partially crusted over and how marginal
levees developed by progressive welding of crustal fragments towards the centre of the channel until,
ultimately, the channel became completely covered.
Many years of observations of pahoehoe flow mechanisms in Hawaii were similarly summarised
by Wentworth & Macdonald (1953). They showed that lava tubes formed under two contrasting situations.
Citing Stearns' observations of the 1935 eruption of Mauna Loa and Macdonald's observations of the 1942
eruption, Wentworth & Macdonald showed how flow near the vent was confined to a narrow channel. Here,
levee construction took place by spattering and overflow, and a roof was developed by the jamming of
crustal slabs across the lava river. They envisaged the margins of the flow to be fed by a myriad of small
distributary tubes which branched from the main tube. Thus, an alternative process of tube construction
was the chilling of a shell around pahoehoe toes. Repeated outbursts lengthened the toes and small tubes
were formed.
In his study of the lava caves on Mt. Etna, Pol i (1959). possibly stimulated by Rittmann's speculations
(Rittmann, 195B), believed that the wall structures in lava tube caves indicated laminar flow. The hypothesis
was presented that a lava flow constituted many successively enclosed cyhnders of lava whose viscosity increased
externally. This features could be identified in a lava tube cave on Mt. Etna where the walls were composed
of layered concentric structures (interpreted here as lava tube crusts), Thus, at the cessation of eruptive
activity the more flu id internal cylinders drained of lava leaving a tube-like cave.
The cove.- pnotograph of lava flowing in a lube 8$ sean through a "Ikylight"?n Hlwaii was kindlV ,.u~lied by D.~.
PlterNn, of the U.S. Geological Survey's Hawaiian Volcano Obserllltorv· .'t " r.produced bV permiSSion ?' the edl10r
of "S1udi" in Spelaology" (Vol . 2. No . 6) in which Petarnn and SwanM)n. 1CC0unt of thl, phenomenon os prlNnted .
Colour blocks by court"y of Gilchrist Bros. of Leeds. and by Hawai ian Volceno Obsarllltory.
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KERMODE (1970)

Another EUropean study which followed tradit ional lines was carried out by Bravo (1964) on the
famous Cueva de los Verdes, Lanzarote. Bravo believed t he cross-sect ional form of this cave indicated both
a primary and a secondary volcanic phase (Fig. 1I. The primary phase consisted of the inundation by lava
erupted from the volcano ' La Corona' to form the extensive lava field 'Malpais de la Corona'. DUring the
secondary phase, lava continued to flow from t he vent in diminished quantity over the recently solidified
and, in places, stilt hot lava field, eroding a deep channel. Levees were formed along the borders of the
channel by the throwing up of scoriaceous material, and during a momentary cessation of the flow, a
superficial crust was formed over the channel. Bravo envisaged that t his conduit was deepened by melting
of the floor, until total cessation of flow led to the draini ng of fluid lava . In a later work, Montoriol·Pous
& de Mier (19691 agreed with Bravo t hat cross-sectional fo rms of the cave could, in some cases, have
originated in the manner described.
An important work on the t heory of speleogenesis in lava was stimulated by t he survey of the
Australian lava tube caves at Victoria (Oilier & Brown 1965). Field evidence of forms and structures of
the caves and the lava flows was summa rised and, because of the d iff iculty in reconcil ing this information
with traditional concepts, a new g8fleral theory of lava tube cave genesis was pro posed. The structure of the
basalt flows around the caves was important to the hypothesis. Where cross·sectlons were exposed , flows
were divided into layers up to several feet thick which lay parallel wit h the flow surface. Layers were of
compact basalt separated by trains of vesicles or partings, Someti mes the layers were buck led, leaving open
spaces between them, and at other ti mes partings were not accompanied by buckling. The inner surface of
the openings were often lined with stalact ites and stalagmites, and in some of the smaller openings t he upper
and lower surfaces were connected by vertical threads of basalt, apparently stretched out when the layers
parted. This 'layered lava', it was thought, resulted from differential movement within one thick flow by
the formation of shear planes, The following arguments put forward by Oilier & Brown were also
particularly relevant to their point of view:
al
The existence of calles indicated the withdrawal of magma , and this meant the lava had both a solid
and a liquid phase within the same flow.
Cave shape suggested an abrupt passage fro m liqu id to solid lava, This was also shown by the discordant
bl
contact between the inner lining of some caves and the surrounding basalt.
cl
The discordance between the curved cave walls and the horizontally layered lava suggested erosion
of the layered material.
dl
The 'treacle' effect at partings between layers in the lava were t hought to indicate that parts of t he
layered lava was still sticky at a late stage.
e)
The 'hands' of stalactites in some caves indicated that there must have been some liquid in
the interstices of the layered lava which was under pressure and was squirted into the caves
from the walls.
Oilier & Brown believed the layering of the lava was connected with laminar flow and produced
by its partial congelation. Individual layers were separated by partings of vesicles and liqu id lava , and the
thickness of the layers increased with increasing viscosity, It was said that when layered lava for med, the
more congealed lava went into layers while the more liqu id lalla was concent rated between laminae.
The liquid lava then became further segregated and came to occupy t ubes running through the layered
lava, Mobile lava eventually became concentrated in a few major channels, and these were a continuing
source of heat and could erode some of the earlier layered lalla, The end result was cylinders of liquid lava
flowing through tubes cut in virtually solid layered lava .
A simpler model which summarised in diagrammatic form the processes which led to the format ion
of a lava tube cave in a flow confined in a narrow valley, was presented by Macdonald & Abbott (19701.
This is reproduced in Fig. 2. It was common, they also noted, for minor tubes to develop at flow margins
in pahoehoe toes.
In a slightly later work on lava tube caves in New Zealand, Kermode (1970) produced a similar
model to that of Macdonald & Abbott's for flow confined in a valley (Fig. 3), Kermode, however, envisaged
progressive enlargement and thickening of the flow, so that definite stratigraphical horizons could be
identified, and tube enlargement took place by thermal erosion,
Interesting fieldwork was carried out by the writer (Wood 1971) in the Iceland ic lava tube cave
Raufarholshellir. The smallest type of tube was generally found above lavafalls in the extremities of the
cave and had a form consisting of a fl at floor and an arched roof. A second type of tube, into which the
first type passed below the lavafalls, carried three la teral benches, one of which was found above a lateral
shelf and was continuous with the single lateral bench of the first tube type, A third type of tube was the
Joint controlled, rectangular. breakdown tube, and a fourth type was composed of a series of irregular forms
of large size which constituted the main tube. Cross-sections of the lava flow were rarely observed in the
smaller tubes, but it was observed that because of the natural weaknesses at flow unit contacts, ropy surfaces
were sometimes exposed, By the identification of successive co ntacts, therefore, the relationship between
flow structure and tube forms could be understood, It appeared that the smallest tubes represented the
drained cores of single flow units, and that each flow unit represented a potential 'pr imary tube unit', Larger
tubes were seen to be constructed of multiples of this single unit, due to erosion and remelti ng of the
crusts of the original flow units by the lava stream. The second type of tube, t herefore, was observed to be
made up of two flow units or primary tube units (Fig, 4 1, one si tuated above t he other, whose dividing crust
had been eliminated. Similarly, although evidence was stated to be difficult and inconclusive, it was
envisaged that the main tube was made up of multiple, superimposed and adjacent units, due to the
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formation of an enlarged lava stream by the confluence of liquid lava carried in the tributary tubes. A further
significant point made in this study, and by the same author in a note on Vidgelmir lava tube cave (Mills &
Wood, 1972 ) was the importance of the pre-flow topography in influencing the draining of these tubes.
Greeley 11971a, 1971b; Greeley & Hyde, 1971) made a recent large, if somewhat inconsistent.
contribution to the study of lava tube cave genesis, due to a special interest in lunar sinuous rilles which were
believed to be analogous features. An impressive amount of fieldwork was carried out in the Bend area of
Oregon, in the Mount St. Helens area (with Hyde), and on Kilauea volcano, Hawaii.
In the Bend area of Oregon, (Greeley, 1971a1 the extensive Arnold- and Horse lava tube cave
systems, and other caves, were examined. In general, it was stated, this fieldwork confirmed the 'laYl!f'ed
lava' hypothesis of Oilier & Brown. Greeley, however, at the onset recognised two types of tubes: minor
and major lava tube caves. Minor lava tube caves were described to be less than 10m wide and a few hundred
metres long, which formed in small, single flow units and often occupied the entire flow. They were often
feeder tubes for larger lava tubes, or they formed in discrete lava flows which emanated directly from the
vent. There were few minor lalla tube caves in the Bend area. Most were said to be major lalla tube caves 'of
the type described by Oilier & Brown', and these were found in flows several kilometres long. Greeley
showed that thick flows in his study area wet"'e subdivided by horizontal disoontinuous partings giving the
eHect of layered lava. He noted that it was unfortunate that it was often impossible to distinguish layered
lava from multiple flow units. It was agreed, however, that shear planes and layered lalla were essential to
the formation of major lalla tube calles. An interesting point made by Greeley in the study was that the
degree of meandering of a tube may be attributable to the degree of fluidity of the mobile conduit within
the flow body. Thus, he envisaged that tubes could mig-ate from one side of the flow to the other, until
they were more firmly stabilized in position by the congealing lava. Further, from the surveys of the two
lava tube cave systems, it was shown that the Arnold system comprised of large lava tube segments oriented
along a single trend and inlerrupttKJ by large collapse ponds, while Hone JYstem was seen to be composed
of smaller segments that lay parallel or branched and were often disconnected. The difference between the
two were regarded by Greeley to r!Sult from a difference of gradient. Horse system formed in a flow with
a more gentle gradient than the Arnold system.
Greeley & Hyde (19711 made a study of 833m of lava tube cave in the Cave Basalt, a pahoehoe
basalt which originated on the SW flank of Mount St. Helens, Washington, and extended southward for 11km
down a stream valley cut in pyroclastic deposits. They believed the cave system had two modes of formation.
Some tube segments were seen to have formed by the accretion of spatter leading to the formation of arched
levees and eventually a complete roof. Other tube segments were developed in layered lalla and resulted
from lami nar flow. Greeley & Hyde thought that spatter accretion was a product of more turbulent flow on a
steeper gradient, as shown in parts of Little Red River Cave, while laminar flow was a product of lesser
gradients. The important point was also made in this work that subsequent lava flows could modify quite
extensively the first formed tube by filling or partial filling, remelting the tube roof to form lIertically
elongate tubes, reshaping and eroding the tube walls, stacking additional tube levels above the first , or any
combination of these.
The observations made by Greeley (1971b1 of actively forming lalla channels and lava tubes during
the 1970 eruption along the Upper Eastern Rift Zone of Kilauea, are extremely important to the discussion
on lalla tube cave genesis. The report is also interesting because it summarises previous observations in Hawaii.
Greeley's own observations showed that roofs over open channels were constructed by simple crusting
procedure, by the jamming and fusing together of crustal slabs, and by levee formation resulting from
accretion of lava through ollet"'flow and spattering. He also noted multiple flow along rifts and suggested
this may be a mechanism leading to the formation of unusual cross-sections seen in some lava tube caves.
Here, each flow or surge could produce a new upper level, with indillidual dimensions and characteristics
dependent upon flow volume and lIelocity. Concerning this procedure, Greeley produced a diagram (Fig. 5)
which bore similarities to the model drawn up by Wood for the origin of more complicated tube forms in
RaufarhOlshellir. It was concluded by Greeley that a single lava channel could display braided channel flow,
open flow, mobile crustal plates and roofed channel along its length . The difference in type appeared to be
related, in part, to topographic slope and thus to flow velocity. Support was also found for the hypothesis
put forward by Baldwin (1953) that tube formation may result from a complex system of overlapping and
coalescing lobes of lava, each of which cools and becomes part of the tube roof.
The complex braided distributary system of lava tubes obserlled by Greelev on Kilauea during
1970.1 were also described by Peterson & Swanson (1974). They were impressed at the considerable role
lava tubes play in the growth and importance of Hawaiian lIolcanoes. Frequent observations were made of
the extensive and intricate system of lava tubes developed in the thin flows that slowly advanced down the
south flank of Kilauea. The processes of tube development were seen to vary with distance from the source
vents, but in general tubes were seen to form by the roofing of lava streams and by advancing lava toes
becoming encased in chilled shells. Open channels were common near the vent and the various methods of
roof construction observed comprised (a) growth inward of a crust from the banks, (b) the jamming together
of crustal slabs, (c) the growth of a stationary crust over the flowing stream and (d) the g-owth of levees by
accretion and overflow or by splashing and spattering. Peterson & Swanson described the formation of a
master tube into Alea crater by the crusting of a south flowing channel, and showed how Ales became an
underground holding tank and feeder reservoir for the extenSive lava flows lower on the flank . Further away
from the vent and below Alea crater , processes of tube formation were seen to be similar to those near the
vent, though they were slightly modified because of different flow characteristics. Small, narrow channels
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were seen to develop though they were only I -3m across, and from the main channel ran a complex of
distributaries in a braided pattern. Tubes developed at the front by chilling of a skin around pahoehoe toes.
Sometimes, by looking through 'skylights' (collapsed portion of a tube roof), underground lavafalls could be
seen, formed when lava in a high level tube plunged into a deeper tube. It was thought this would occur
when a younger tube emptied into a skylight of an older one, or when the weakened roof of a lower tube
collapsed beneath a stream of an overlying tube. Sometimes, also, Peterson & Swanson observed the
formation of lower level roofs beneath skylights. Layered lava similar to that described by Oilier & Brown
was seen, but Peterson & Swanson believed it represented successive thin flow units and not internal
shearing ...... we saw no evidence to support the currently fashionable proposal by Oilier & Brown that
lava tubes are the result of internal shearing of thick flows'.
Discussion: flow mechanisms and speleogenesis in lavas
In order to evaluate the models and observations outlined in the previous section, it is pertinent to
divide the discussion into two parts. In the first place, the concern of the vulcanospeleologist must be with
the genesis of the simple, primit ive form of conduit, and the laws under which it forms in newly erupted
pahoehoe lava, whether that form be the whole cave or branches within an intricate network. When such a
basic model is realised the mechanism for the forma tion of complex morphological patterns of conduits may
be discussed.
It has long been reCQgnised that lava tubes are characteristic features of basaltic pahoehoe lava flows,
and that the extrusion of the flow depends to a marked deg-ee upon the early formation of tubes which, by
conserving the heat of the lava river within, allows the flow front to progress further from its source than it
would normally. Observations of surface phenomena by numerous vulcanologists (in Hawaii, for example,
by Jones, 1937; Jagger. 1947; Macdonald, 1967; Swanson ttt al., 1971) show that it is common during the
early stages of an eruption when discharge is often greatest. and during later stages near the vent, for
pahoehoe to flow in an open channel. Here, after the channel is established, particularly near the vent, more
turbulent flow causes splashing and spattering along the channel margins, building high levees between which
the stream flows commonly several feet down . It was recorded in the previous section how levees may
become arched and a firm roof established under special circumstances across the channel. Flow through
the channel is not generally uniform but pulsates, and during high pulses lava may escape the channel and
spread laterally as minor units which cool quickly. Early formed channel roofs may either be strengthened
or destroyed during such pulses. The author was fortunate to observe this phenomenon during the Heimaey
eruption in the Vestmannaeyar Islands during April, 1973. Although flow here was viscous, a natural arch
was seen to develop between two high pulses across part of a lava channel which was under observation.
Once established. the arch was overriden by lava of subsequent pulses and appeared to be considerably
strengthened by accretion above and below . This continued through six or seven large changes in lava level,
until an extra large surge of lava swept away the apex of the arch.
Further from the vent the lava has cooled and degassed quite significantly, and the surface is
observed generally to darken and to crust. The nature of the crust appears to vary from a thin grey skin,
to pahoehoe slabs, or to irregular scoriaceous blocks, according to flow characteristics and viscosity. Numerous
Hawaiian observers attached great importance to tube genesis through the jamming of crustal slabs.
Blocks and slabs were seen to develop on Heimaey when the discharge dropped and movement generally
slowed, and these were later swept downstream to be piled onto a roof and onto levees. Due to the nature
of the lava on Heimaey, however, blocks did not become welded, but lay upon the channel as unconsolidated
moraine-like material, as froth piles up at a weir, and this was strengthened by remelting and accretion
beneath.
Near the flow front channel type flow changes to tongue type flow. Tubes predominate, and the
flow front advances in a spasmodic fashion which has been described to resemble the advance of an amoeba
'by the protrusion of successive lobate toes'. Mobile lava, under hydrostatic pressure, may burst forth from
the front and chill quickly with the result that a shell develops around the extending tongue. These become
buried by later tongues. Cliff and roadside exposures in Hawaii often reveal superimposed pahoehoe toes
(Fig. 6), some of which may be over 1m thick and contain small tubes.
Is it possible that these phenomena may be explained in terms of thermo-dynamic considerations?
The arg.Jment has been put forward that thermo·dynamic principles are not applicable; 'Thermo-dynamics
deals with equilibrium systems only; it cannot consider dis·equilibrium processes' (Tubbs, 1972, p.9). Practically
all lava in a state sufficiently fluid to flow at all, must consist of a mixture of phases - bubbles of gas and
solid crystals suspended in a liquid melt . It is true that lava is subject to rapid changes of temperature, is
low in conduC'tivity and inadequately mixed in relation to its dimensions. which means that it is unlikely to
approach homogeniety in temperature, density, viscosity, pressure, or physical composition. However,
cenato valid conjectu res may be made and speculated upon.
In the early stages of an eruption, very hot and fluid lava flows out from the vent over a cold
surface. This is a situation that does not represent a steady condit ion, for there is a sharp transition between
the newly erupted' lava and the cold surface, and this is subject almost immediately to a rapid widening of
the temperature slope and a corresponding decrease in its steepness. Flow of heat to the outer parts of the
lava tends powerfully towards congelation resulting in a narrowing of the channel. Ultimately a restricted
lava channel is formed which represents a condition where the velocities of flow and of heat delivery by the
stream are nearly equal to the heat loss through the channel sides and to the air, and is sufficient to keep
temperatures nearly constant. Thus, in a given lava channel there is a steady state of thermal and flow conditions.
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The mobility of the lava appeaJ1 to depend on the maintenance of high temperatures. It is importa nt
to consider that the internal transfer of heat by conduction is probably insignificant compared with
convection, and there must therefore be a relationship between movement and the relationship of heat. If
the moving lava is losing heat to the air and the ground, the faster flow will suffer a smaller temperature drop
than a slower one and will more effectively maintain a higher mobility. Since mobility increases with
temperature, and the rate of movement will increase with higher temperatures, the temperature, in turn, is
more fully maintained by an increase or maintenance of movement.
The flow fails to overflow its margin and movement ceases, therefore, through lack of heat, and
selection may take place amongst the several flow routes away from the vent. The great initial widths of
lava flows are not maintained and, in the course of continued flow, something like a principle of thermal
economy operates to narrow and thicken the flowing tongue. The hot liquid is oooled by heat transfer
across what has been called a 'heated perimeter' (analogous to 'wetted perimeter' of flowing water) between
the top lava-air surface and between the walls and floor. It is thought that solid channel walls which are
sufficiently solid to stay in place are likely to be about 700° C, and the adjacent outer parts of the moving
lava will have slightly higher temperatures, but these will be lower than the more rapidly moving central
thread. In any lava channel, then, there must be a zone of transition of temperature and viscosity from the
centre outwards and downwards to the wall rock. This transition of temperature may be as much as 2Cl(tC
and take place over something like 1m of thickness. In maintained open channel flow greatest heat loss
must be through the lava·air contact, but it appears at this stage that the velocity of flow and heat delivery
by the stream keeps temperatures nearly constant. In this type of flow the maximum velocity and highest
temperatures are at the top and in the centre of the channel.
As velocity and corresponding thermal delivery drop, perhaps because of the greater distance from
the vent source or the slowing of the extrusive activity, the thread of maximum temperature and maximum
velocity drop below the surface of the flow. The top now gradually becomes covered by wlidified crustal
blocks that move with the most rapid flow. Gradually, the increase in the continuity of crusting and the
increased viscosity results in a decrease of top velocity. It is at this point that a channel may become
completely bridged, while fairly rapid flow continues beneath in a lava tube. Thus, there is a change downslope from channel flowto tongue flow. The subcrustal movement of lava results when the rate of thermal
transfer by channel flow falls below the rate of thermal loss through the sides and bottom of the channel
and loss from the surface of the lava to the air.
Thus, on observational and speculative grounds simple oonduit formation in basalt lava flows is
acx:eptable through the crusting of open channels and the chilling of a skin around pahoehoe toes.
Additional models, such as those provided by Bravo, Poli , Macdonald and Kermode, are but variations upon
a similar theme. The processes of oonduit genesis in basalt flows may be summarised:
1.
by the crusting of open lava channels;
a)
by spatter accretion
b)
by simple, wholesale crusting
c)
by the jarrming and welding of crustal slabs
2.
by the chilling of a skin or crust around
a)
thick, rapidly emplaced lava flows or lava flow units
b)
pahoehoe toes.
It must be remembered that each process is dependent upon particular flow conditions which may be a
function of the physical properties of the basalt, the distance from the vent, and the nature of the
topography over which the lava flows.
These conclusions are important, for they provide the foundation upon which the evolution of
conplex rrorphologies in lava tube caves may be understood . In order to account for such complicated
lava tube cave systems as the Mt. Hamilton Lava Cave, Oilier & Brown proposed an hypothesis of layered
lava. In seeking an explanation for these fantastic forms, they related lava structures to tube morphology.
Unfortunately, their observations and conjectures may be flawed on a number of points. Their hypothesis
hinges upon the concept of laminar flow and the development of shear planes. The writer has argued
elsewhere (Wood, 1971) that the description provided by Oilier & Brown of layered lava would compare
well with a description of a flow composed of thin, superimposed flow units. Peterson & Swanson also
reached the same conclusion. The six accompanying photographs illustrate the range of lava structures
found around lava tube caves in Iceland. They are shown here because the author believes 'layered lava'
structures cannot be unique to Victoria or, indeed, the Bend area of Oregon, and if this structure be a pre·
requisite to lava tube cave genesiS, then it should be identifiable at all cave entrances and collapses. Instead,
in Iceland, two basic structures are observed: multiple flows and a type of piled slab lava, Most typical is
the structure of Plate 1., which is similar to that shown by Greeley (1971a) in Figs. 4a & 4b of 'layered lava'
structures in Idaho and Washington. The extensive cave systems of Surtshellir/Stephanshellir, V idgelm(r and
Raufarh6lshellir are formed in this type of lava, and in all cases buried, oxidised, ropy surfaces are
identifiable at regular intervals throughout the vertical section, indicating flow unit contacts. Plate 2 shows
such a contact at the (oof collapse of the lava tube cave Borgarhellir. It is interesting to compare Plates 1
& 2 with the description of 'layered lava' given by Oilier & Brown. The alternate banding of compact lava
and trains of vesicles can be shown to exist in superimposed flow units. Buckles were held to be important
also by Oilier & Brown. Buckles are seen in Plate 1 and are the obvious result of movement below an already
congealed and quite solid crust. Where flow units are buried by subsequent units, the buckles are preserved
as shown in Plate 2. Commonly, the roof of cavities below crustal upwarpings are adorned by lava stalactites,
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SUBTERRANEAN COURSES OF T HE RIVER ALYN
INCLUDING OGOF HESP AL YN , NOR TH WALES. '
by Peter Appleton
Summary
The developm.nt of Ihe surf..::. course of the Ri....,. Alyn il delCfibed. The IimiU of klruic drain.gt anociatad
Wllh part o~ the ri~er's course iSlil$tlilblished and discussed In terms of the local geology. The retent cave di:JCO .... ry of Ogof
Hesp Alyn IS di!"SCflbed and an attempt made to place it in the contilet of the known hydrology of the area.

Introduction
This paper has been written in an attempt to create as clear a picture as possible of the karstic
drainage associated with the River Alyn in north east Wales. It is also intended 85 a general introduction to
the area, in t he light of a new cave discovery. Ogof Hesp Alyn.
Much information has been obtained from literature concerning lead mining as, during the working
of the mines, fissures connecting with the underground course of the river were intersected. The river was
eventually completely 'short circuited' by deep drainage tunnels leaving the original resurgences dry, except
perhaps in the highest of floods. The river enters the mine workings at a point about 1~ miles from the main
group of swallets. The form of the underground channels has hitherto been unknown, and although the Alyn
valley has received a passing mention in speleological literature no serious attempt had been made to enter
the inferred cave system until the Spring of 1973, when. encouraged by a strong draught, a shaft was sunk
by the North Wales Caving Club on the site of one of the former resurgences. Open passages were entered
at a shal low depth and they have been followed for about 1500 metres horizontally, and to a depth of about
65 metres below the 'pre·mining' water table.
With further exploration and study the cave may yield solutions to long standing problems of water
movement and also provide an opportunity to examine shallow and deep phreatic zones of a cave system
with a virtual guarantee that there have been no modifications by vadose streams.
The area of present interest extends from the Loggerheads Inn in the south to Rhydymwyn in the
north. It is likely that all the karstic water in this area belongs to a single complex system of drainage,
although this has been drastically modified by lead mining operations.
Evolution of the Surface Course of the Alyn
The river Alyn rises a mile or two south of the village of Llandegla in eastern Oenbighshire flowing
northwards in a wide valley between the Clywedian hills to the west and steep limestone hills to the east,
(Fig. 1). In the vicinity of the Loggerheads Inn on the Mold to Ruthin road. the river flows more swiftly and
occupies a narrow, thickly wooded valley alongside steep limestone cliffs. Further north at Cilcain, the
river turns abruptly across the limestone outcrop through the Alyn Gorge. At Rhydymwyn there is another
sharp turn. the river then flowing south westwards through Mold. eventually joining the river Dee near
Wrexham.
Reference to a relief map of the area clearly shows that the present surface course of the Alyn is
not the original one, as a dry valley can be seen continuing northwards beyond CHcain. Embleton (1957) has
shown quite convincingly, from analysis of data of the long and cross profiles of the Alyn valley and the
Wheeler valley to the north, that at different periods the Alyn in fact occupied two distinct north westerly
courses. The earlier course, indicated in Fig. 1, entered the sea near Prestatyn . Remnants of a wide shallow
valley can still be seen both intact north of Caerwys and represented as terraces on the sides of the present
valley to the south. At a later date this river was captured by a stream cutting back into what is now the
Wheeler valley, probably initially drawing water from the original Alyn via underground channels. Terraces
corresponding to this later course can also be identified at a lower level on existing valley slopes.
Embleton has termed these two river courses the Higher and Lower Terrace Alyn respectively and
concluded that they were both graded to a sea level some SOO to 520 feet (150·156m) above present sea
level, coinciding with a situation thought to exist in late Tertiary times.
The final diversion of the river through the Alyn Gorge is generally considered to have occurred
during Glacial times, the latest evidence suggesting that this channel was initiated by the action of sub-glacial
streams and not by overflow of meltwater from an ice-dammed lake as was earlier thought (Embleton 1964).
It is likely, however, that if this were the case, then the excavation of the rock channel took place before the
onset of the last glaciation. since there exist deposits of boulder clay in the present valley floor, upstream of
the gorge, through which the present river is still downcutting.
Evidence of Karstic Drainage from the Upper and Lower Terrace
Courses of the Alyn.
Fig. 1 indicates that nearly all of the earlier river courses and a large proportion of the present
river's course is over limestone. This implies that there has been at least potential for karstic circulation of
river water since the 'Upper Terrace ' stage. Definite evidence of such circulation is not available although
several presently active drainage systems do occur along these former river courses. The most extensive is
that resurging at the powerlul spring of Ffynnon Asaph above Dyserth, but a number of smaller springs
flow from the limestone into the Wheeler valley both from the north·east and from the south. Should any
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GEOLOGY.

The Extent of Karstic Drainage Associated with the Present River
Strahan (1890, p.34) stated, 'The Alyn takes 8 subterraneous course in this nei~bourhood , the
water disappearing in a swallow hole a little north o f Plas yr Esgob, leavi ng its channel dry , except for the
entry of the Cilcain stream, unt il 200 yds. N.E. of Hesp Alyn , where t he whole river (presumably) issues on
the line of a cross·course. In flood times the underground channels are inadequate and the open air course
is occupied'. This clear statement thus defines the presence of an und erground channel capable of taking the
whole of the normal river flow, but only in an area of limited extent, the $Wallet to resurgence dista nce bei ng
~ mile (Fig. 3).
Since the district has a long tradition of lead mi ning it is possible to gai n an impression of much
more widespread movement of underground water from accounts of past water difficu lties in the mines.
Several of the mines were so troubled with water that work ing was abandoned at a comparatively shallow
depth, even where the mine had a substantial pumping capabi lity, as was t he case with the Llyn y Pandy
and Pen y Fron mines at the beginning of the 19th century. Th is probl em was partly overcome by t he
extension of the Halkyn Deep level southwards, eventually as far as the South Llyn y Pandy Mine. The
main 'feeders' of the district were intercepted in November, 1901 , in the upper beds of the White limestone,
the flow increasing to an 'immense volume' in t he region of the intersect ion of the Bryn Celyn Cross Course
and the Llyn y Pandy Lode. (Francis 1902). So much water was encountered that drivi ng of the Tunnel
was seriously hampered until J une of the following year, t he water also bringing with it large quant ities of
sand and even boulders. The water levels were simu lta neousl y lowered in the Bryn Cely n, the Llyn y Pandy
and the South Llyn y Pandy Mines, from a depth corresponding to the height of t he river hereabouts t o only
a few feet above the local Tunnel level, being about 440 ft. and 255 ft above sea level respectivel y. It would
appear that the intersection of the Bryn Celyn Cross·Course by the Tunnel also drained the Pantymwyn mine
to the south, through which that cross·course ru ns, and also probably drained the Panybuarth mine fu rther
south, it being known from records that pumping in t he former mine also affected the latter (Schne ll mann,
1955, p.472). Smith (1921, p.8 1) stated in addition t hat the water in the Old Garreg Boeth Mine to the north
was in connect ion with that of Pen y Fro n and Llyn y Pandy and that operat ions pn one lode affected the
other two. The above evidence infers a natural drainage syst em existing between mine workings extending
for two miles in a N·S direction.
After the draining of these mines it was noted that the river, formerly resurging from its under·
ground course near Hesp Alyn, remained dry for several months of the year as far as Rhydymwyn (Francis
1938). It may be concluded that at least a major part of the water encount ered in t he Halkyn Tunnel was
water captured from the subterranean river course. This possibility had not escaped the attention of
earlier miners, who were plagued with water problems, and over the years many river bed swall ets, other
than that recorded by Strahan, were ident ified.
Since the mines drained by the Halkyn Tunnel even tua lly became worked out down to that level ,
it became necessary to secure deeper drainage. The Milwr Tunnel, driven from sea level at Bagillt t o drain
mines NW. of Halkyn, was extended southwards. It was driven throu ~ the area in the 19305 draining
the mines there to about 40 ft. 0.0. after t he intersection of the Bryn Celyn cr05s-course at the Llyn y Pandy
lode in September 1936 (Richardson, 1936). The Tunnel was used not only for drainage but also fo r
underground haulage and the water problem was often so severe in Winter as to render tramming to the
main shaft at Halkyn extremely diffiC\Jlt. The mining company at this ti me was the Halkyn District United
Mines, being an amalgamation of earlier mining and tu nnel drainage companies. Between 1931 and 1938 a
great deal of work was undertaken by this company in systematically identifyi ng $Wallets in the bed of the
river and attempting to prevent water sinking underground, (Francis 193B; Richardson 1955). Measuri ng
weirs were set up at intervals along the river from Maeshafn to Rhydymwyn and on all tributary streams.
The leakage from various parts of the river to the karstic system and thence to the mines was calculated .
Severe leakage was found to exist from the area of the Cathole lode near the Loggerheads Inn in the south
and at various points down· stream to Rhydymwyn, where the river ran off the limestone (Fig. 3). The
'bad stretches' totalled about one mile of river bed. Treatment included short diversions of the river,
concreting of the river bed, and clogging the $Wallets by washi ng in mixtures of ashes and mil l sl imes.
Swallets were cleaned out before the latter treatment and were fou nd to be networks of vertical fi ssures,
sometimes with narrow bedding plane cavities leading off. These fissures were sometimes followed downwards for over 20 feet (6m) before filling. In the Glan Alyn area, however, a 'small cavern' was found at a
depth of 22 feet 17m) taking a large quantity of water. This ran horizontally and was foll owed by a drift
for about 70 feet (21 m) before it was filled.
Some dye testing was also done, and in 1937, connect ions were proved between swa llets both in
the Glan Alyn and the Tan y Graig areas with the ' main feed ' which entered the Llyn y Pandy lode at the
western end of the workings, The Glan Alyn test used 15 lb. of Fluorescein, and it took 20 hours for the
colour to reappear at Llyn y Pandy, a distance of 1.72 miles (2.6 km). 17 lb. was used in t he Tan y Graig
test, the water taking only 10 houn to travel the 1.55 miles (2.4 km) fro m that point to Llyn y Pandy . The
tests were carried out respectively on the 1st July and the 4th November, 1937. It seems probable that the
relatively faster flow of the Tan y Graig water would be largely accounted for by there bei ng a greater flow
of water in the system at the time of year that test was performed, and need not necessarily ind icate that
this channel was much more free and direct than the other, as suggested by Francis (1938). Even so the
rates of flow are both relatively fast and are what one might expect when a substantial amount o f the river's
underground journey was as a free flowing stream along fa irly d irect rou tes, rather than flow through an
extensive and deep seated phreatic system. Samples taken duri ng the Glan Alyn test , however, also showed
positive coloration from feeds into the Sea Level Tunnel at the Bryn Cel yn lode and two lodes further r'IOrth.
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Much of the work on the river in 1936-37 was undertaken in the belief that the ashes and slimes
mixtures would be sucked far enough through the complicated surface network of fissures to be deposited,
so sealing the presumed few major fissures communicating with the llyn y Pandy lode. This was not
successful for, although it was possible to stop the flow through individual swailets, others soon opened up
and little permanent relief from the 'water problem' was obtained.
It can be concluded that either the mixtures used did not penetrate as far as the main 'fissures' or
that these fissures were too large to be blocked by that method.
Regarding the old springs N.E. of Hesp Alyn, Francis 11931) mentioned that the flow from the
springs at llyn y Pandy (presumably the same) amounted sometimes to several thousand gallons per minute
and that a dye test undertaken in 1931 to prove their source had been inconclusive. This is the last
reference the writer can find to the springs, and it would appear that with the continued driving of the Sea
Level Tunnel in the 19305 more water was captured from the natural system reducing the springs from
intermittent to complete inactivity, for, to the writer's knowledge, the springs today do not become active
even in the highest of floods . It is probable that before mining there were also river bed springs where the
Nant Alyn cross·course runs through the valley, as nowadays, with the lowered water table , there is
considerable leakage from the river in this area, on those occasions when the river flows so tar.
The present limit of the Sea Level Tunnel is the cathole lode, which is intersected at its junction
with the Cathole cross-course. A 'fairly large' feed of water issues here, but it is not known to the writer
if this is river water or not. It is known, however, that the water standing in the Maeshafn Mine, one mile
to the south of cathole, often falls to many yards below its ad it level, and that the cathole cross·course also
connects with the Maeshafn Vein.
Interpreting the above information, with confidence it can be said that, even before the drastic
lowering of the water table by mining operations, there was a single interconnected system of karstic water
flow extending at least from the Garreg Boeth lode In the north to the Cathole lode in the south, a d istance
of three miles 15 km ). The major contribution of water to this system has been from swallets in the river
Alyn from Loggerheads downstream to Cileain. The stretch of the river's course between Cilcain and
Rhydymwyn ean be considered to have been an area of resurgence of water from various limbs of the
system, even though leakage occurs at present, when the river is flowing, due to the artifically lowered water
table. It is also clear that water sinking from the river in the west ran eastwards down the dip of the lime·
stone until meeting one or other of the cross·courses where it flowed northwards to resurge in the Alyn
Gorge. The system is probably largely phreatic, due to low relief between the furthest group of swallets at
Glan Alyn and the old resurgences at Hesp Alyn, a drop of from 590 ft. (177m) to only 470 ft . (141m)
respectively over a distance of two miles (3.2 km) , and further indicated by the great depths at which water
feeds were encountered during mining.
What has hitherto remained a mystery is the form the undel"ground channels take. From the large
flows encountered during mining one assumes they are fairly substantial , but one gains, from the available
literature, an impression of high narrow fissures , perhaps filled with breccia and communicat ing with the
occasional large but isolated cavern at the intersection of vein and cross-course.
There would appear to be no connection between the' Alyn System' and the large flow from
Powell's Lode at Rhosesmor. as samples taken from this water, during the dye testing described, were all
negative.
OGOF HESP ALYN
The Discovery
The entrance to the cave system of Ogof Hesp Alyn was found by chance in Apri l, 1973; in fact it
did not look at all like a cave ent rance but more like a small patch of gravel amongst the grass, above the
dry river bed. Closer examination revealed a not iceable draught alongside a small rock outcrop. A few
minutes feverish excavation produced a hole about two feet deep, the few inches of roots and topsoil giving
way to clean loose rocks and gravel. The draught was tested with lighted newspaper and was found to be
strong enough the draw the flames completely underground.
The site was later found to coincide with one of the old springs indicated in the report of Francis
(1938). The idea of exploring a cave system downwards from the resurgence end, albeit now dry, was most
appealing, and 50 serious digging was commenced that week. by members of the North Wales caving Club.
The Cave
Two months later, after a lo t of digging in fissured limestone, the bottom fell out of the dig at a
depth of 7 metres, into a narrow, flat ·roofed chamber of ' Standing' height. Its silty floor sloped steeply
downwards into a low passage and another larger chamber. The walls of this cavity were mostly angular,
large fragments having been broken off at some period and now seen lying as silt-covered boulders blocking
a downward rift which ran the length of the floor. 'Older' areas of wall displayed the large rounded
concavities typical of limestone solution in slow-moving phreatic waters. There was no other exit from the
chamber except the rift, where a route through the boulders could not be found .
The chamber must once have functioned as the top of a 'phreatic lift', water flowing upwards from
the rift under hydrostatic pressure, and out to the surface via the springs in the river bank some 10 metres
above. Many similar examples were later to be identified within the cave .
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Back in the low passage from the entrance chamber, the source, of the now outward draught, had
been found in a low downward-sloping passage floored with coarse sand. The roof soon dipped lower and a
pool was met having only a few inches of airspace; later it was stirred up into liquid mud consistency
(Plate 1). Beyo nd, the roof lifted and the passage continued at crawling height for about 50 metres after
which it was possible to wa lk. The floor was an even firm silt, with no sign of a stream channel, and its
gent le undulations along the passage reflected the profile of the roof. The silt was apparently deposited by
a slow-moving phreatic stream. The walls were gently contoured except where joints crossed the passage
giving rise to a succession of smal1 solution chambers. As the passage become higher, both narrow vertical
solution tubes and rifts occurred, the latter extending upwards for about 10 metres. These features were
developed along N·S joints parallel to the passage, which was here being fol1owed southwards.
At a d istance of about 100 metres from the entrance a much larger passage was entered, extendi ng
both to the nort h a nd south.
Southwards from that point the cave descends steeply over a large boulder pile, covered in the
usual silt displaying runnel and ridge markings. Above an enormous boulder, jammed across the passage,
the roof can be seen to descend through different beds of limestone in a series of large inverted steps.
The passage at the foot of the txlulder5 is most interesting as its upper part is clearty typical of a
large phreatic tube, while the lower part of its cross section can only be described as a 'vadose' trench
(Plate 2).
Distinct scalloping in the tube section indicated a rapid, upward and outward movement of water.
Staining on t he upper walls followed the upward inclination of the passage and since it cannot therefore
represent a 'static' tide mark, must have been made under conditions of flow. The trench part of the passage
has no scallops, but the walls do show some evidence of vertical fluting similar to that seen in some surface
river channels which have been abraded by the churning or 'potholing' effect of pebbles. In a few further
metres of passage the roof dips from about 5 metres to a low archway only 1 metre high. On the entrance
side of this arch is a heap of pebbles washed through from within the cave. After the low arch the roof
quickl y lifts to about 3 metres. The archway, being a constriction in the passage, has clearly resulted in a
loca l increase in water velocity. The writer therefore believes that the floor trench was abraded by the
sediment borne at relatively high velocity by the outward phreatic stream, and has not resulted from downcutting by a vadose stream.
Soon the passage divides, one branch meandering down to a chamber, the floor of which slopes
down to a boulder·choked 'funnel' in the centre. The only ways on are a series of small narrowing tubes,
and it seems fairly clear that the 'funnel' operated as a phreatic lift similar to the chamber near the entrance.
The other passage at the 'divide' is more or less tubular in cross section with the same silty floor,
but here much si lt has been removed and blocks of this material are in various stages of slumping into the
passage.
The passage, now about 3 metres in diameter, meanders gently uphill generally in a southerly
direction, until a high rift-like portion is entered. Beyond this section a floor trench is again found.
A little further on rounding a corner, one is confronted by a sudden steep wall of rock at the top
of which is a lenticular shaped window through which one can see the passage beyond. The passage proper
wi nds sharpl y up and around as a well· formed tube, cutting back on itself in what must be a solutional
ana logy to an 'ox·bow' in a surface river (Plate 3). The 'ox-bow' has been formed along a small fault which
has thrown down the strata about 2 metres to the north. The tubular cave passage has also developed with
a vertical displacement of this amount, being developed along the same bedding plane in the limestone on
each side of the fault.
The passage continues for perhaps 200 metres from the junction, occasionally opening into short
high rifts and sometimes descending under low archways where heaps of stones or coarse sand on the
outside indicate past water flow from within the cave. A feature of this passage and many other passages
in the cave are numerous dark stained areas in shallow roof bells, changes in the colour appearing as
concentric rings, being pale at the outside and nearly black in t he centre, (Plate 4J. These must correspond
to past airbells, the colour probably being carbonaceous and possibly derived from gaseous decomposition
products of vegetable matter in the washed in sediment. In addition faint horizontal tide marks can be
detected, all of which tends to indicate draining and re-flocx;jjng of the cave system. The passage eventually
turns downhill, and behind a large heap of coarse sand the roof and walls close right in to a narrow tube.
The outward draught stil l persisting, the tube was excavated for about 10 metres before the roof lifted only
to close down again after a short distance. A little more digging was required before it was possible to crawl
through a now steeply uphill passage to emerge in the bottom of a large domed chamber about 10 metres
high (Plate 5). Along the lower wall of the chamber runs a channel containing clean washed stones. On the
far side of the chamber the roof has been dissolved into a remarkable series of rock pendants and deep
solution cavities, with staining from black to reddish brown and creamy yellow, (Plate 6).
Beyond t his chamber the character of the cave changes, being now essentially a long rift passage,
somet imes 10 met res or so high and still following a southerly course (Plate 7). Although following a major
series of N-S joi nts the rift passages have also been influenced in their development by one or two bedding
planes wh ich generally appear as a conspicuous shelf about halfway up the passage cross section.
Beyond a short but quite deep canal the passage takes more the form of a narrow winding fissure,
being conspicuously smaller in aoss section than hitherto, and without the usual covering of silt, in fact
washed clean. This is a high point in the cave, and, although scalloping of the walls is indistinct, it may, during
the later stages of the cave's development, have functioned as a short vadose zone between ascending and
descending arms of a phreatic loop.
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The fissure passage eventually winds its way out into a wide chamber strewn with large slabs wh ich
have fallen from the now flat roof. The limestone here is more thinly bedded and may represent the lowest
beds of the 'I ntermecliate Limestone'. Passing the blocks to more clean·washed floor , beyond a slight hump,
the passage is descending once again. After one or two metres the silt is met again, and a little further on an
area of fissures is entered ; one of these opens into the top of a narrow 25 metre shaft (25m ladder and
lifeline required) formed at the intersection of two joints.
Silt is found in thick layers on ledges right the way down the shaft and in the small chamber at t he
bottom. It is only under a rain of drips from the roof that some silt has in places been washed away, there
being no evidence that any stream, vadose or otherwise, has flowed down the shaft. In fact the shaft always
has and probably still does in time of flood , function as a phreatic lift, inferring that the cave behind and
below this upward limb of the phreatic loop becomes full of water. The water would rise slowly from
below, eventually overflowing the top of the shaft washing out the phreatically deposited sediment from
those portions of the passages above the shaft which descend towards the cave entrance. It must be
appreciated that this 'vadose' process can only have taken place si nce the at least partial drai ning of the
cave system by mining operations. Such events have taken place at least twice since the Spring when the
cave was opened, resulting in the partial refilling of the excavated sand passage and obliteration of footprints
on the floor back to the boulder passage. The floodwater on the second occasion rose to the duck near the
entrance but no further. This poses the question of the point of disappearance of the water within the cave,
which will be discussed later.
From the foot of the shaft a wide opening leads into a steeply descending passage falling away into
another shaft about 12 metres deep (handline useful). A feature of this shaft is the presence of many
delicate horizontal fins of rock indicating solution in a slowly mOVing upward water flow . The shaft has
been developed in an area of strong N·S jointing with many near vertical ca lcite ribs. The calcite ribs being
less soluble stand out in relief from the limestone walls and pieces of calcite, having been completely freed
from their limestone matrill, lie as irregular flat plates on the floor below .
The lower part of the shaft contains a boulder choke with rocks of frightening size. Treating this
area with some respect one can entet" a flat elliptical passage below, which, aftet" a few metres, drops away
into twin holes about 5 metres deep (ladder required), with a narrow rock bridge in between leading to a
low riSing passage. This passage ends abruptly after a further 20 metres on the brink of a 14 metre shaft
(ladder and lifeli ne required) followed immediately by another large descending rift full of boulders . From
this rift it is possible to enter at two levels a parallel passage, from which in a south-easterly direction, a low
wide tunnel meanders down to a large 'funnel' chamber, the downward continuation of which is blocked by
boulders. In a westerly direction an interesti ng passage rises steeply with the dip of the beds to end suddenly
after about 120 metres at the top of a 15 metre pitch (ladder and lifeline required) into a large passage below.
This is the limit of ellploration of the cave in this area at the t ime of writing,
Most of these lower passages lack the smooth contours of the passages in the higher parts of the
cave, and the impression one gets of water movement, is a slow flow through a complicated network, with
ascending portions of phreatic loops developed at strong vertica l N-S joints, and horizontal or descending
portions developed at two or three distinct bedding planes.
Returning now to the boulder passage near the entrance, this can be followed northwards for about
150 metres eventually entering a boulder choke. At intervals along this passage small holes communicate
with a lower passage under boulders.
Two upward rifts can be climbed from this passage, one on the east side containing a thick broken
layer of stalagmitic calcite which has been partly re-dissolved. Th is is the only stalagmitic deposit so far
found in the cave and occurs in and below a narrow ch imney. It is covet"ed with silt but higher up the
chimney the silt is absent. The point at which the silt finishes must represent t he height of the last
resurgence and the water level withi n the cave. The fact that thick stalagmite has been found below this
level and has partly re-dissolved indicated a lower water level in the cave at one time, pt"obably of the order
of 3 to 4 metres.
At the boulder choke a rift can be descended by ladder for 8 metres at the foot of which a recent
stream has produced a clean washed channel through silt covet"ed rocks. A couple of short drops are followed
by a narrow crawl, soon emerging into a low steeply descending bedding passage. The floor of the passage
is unusually flat and smooth and could indicate a plane of movement in the strata. Against the walls a
section of previous fill can be seen conSisting of silt, with a layer of small pebbles resting on the floor .
Lower down, the bedding passage levels off, and was blocked with a steep bank of pebbles, all highly
polished. They appear to have been derived from the fill by a stream flowing down the bedding passage.
The pebbles have been excavated and found to occupy a 'step up' in the passage, beyond which two
chambers were entet"ed. These conta in the usual boulder blocked holes in the floor and must originally
have functioned as phreatic lifts being very near to the old springs. Beyond the chambef5 a 20 metres shaft
has been found, which at the time of writing has not been descended, (laddet" and lifeline will be required) .
The source of recent water could be the stream which flows up from the south end of t he cave in flood ,
flowing under the floor of the boulder passage to seek out another route into the mineworkings below .
In many passages near the river, stream pebbles may be seen where the silt has been removed .
A trench to drain the 'duck' near the entrance also revealed a layet" of pebbles under about 25 cm of silt
and just below a thin layer containing the remains of vegetation. It seems unlikely that pebbles would be
washed up from a deep phreatic zone through large passages, so they must have resulted from local leakage
from the river into the system. This infet"s a lower resurgence at one time.
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Summary of Hydrology
Pre-Mining
Ogof Hesp Alyn and the neighbouring spring sites east of Hesp Alyn Farm, without doubt, represent
the last natural point of resurgence for the river Alyn system of ka rst drainage. There is evidence to suggest
t hat the water table within the known cave area was lower at one time and that water flowed into Ogof Hesp
Alyn from the present entrance area. This infers a lower resurgence which was probably in the region of the
intersection of the Nant Alyn cross-course with the Alyn Gorge. This would explain the convergence of
present water flow in this area indicated by the massive leakage into the mine workings at the Llyn y Pandy
lode. The reason for the d evelopment of t he Hesp Alyn spri ngs in preference to springs at Nant Alyn is not
clear, but it would appear that the Alyn valley was deeper at one time and is now partly filled with boulder
clay, which could have choked the lower resurgence.
The present river swallets, between loggerheads and Cilcain, seem to be very recent in origin
consisting of leakage throug h innumerable fi ssures over long stretches of river bed. Water probably leaks
into an older system of channels existing at a fairly shallow depth beneath the present river bed, the older
swallets which once fed them now being blocked by boulder clay.
The writer proposes t r l ~ fo llowing scheme for the evolution of the drainage system :1.
Widening of bedding planes, joints and fault planes by peroolation water and concentration of flow
down dip and along strike to the north to resurge near the convergence o f the Nant Alyn and Bryn
Cely n cross·courses near Ahydymwyn, in a val ley to the west of the Nant F igillt Shear Zone, and
pre-dating the formation of the Alyn Gorge.
Progressive leakage from both the Upper and lower Terrace Alyn resulting in the development of a
2.
deep and extensive phreatic system, probably with a comparatively li mited vadose zone due to the
only slight relief between swallets and resurgence and great depth of limestone with 'open' fissuring.
3.
Clogging of swallets during earlier periods of glaciation.
4.(a) Formation of the Alyn Gorge at some time before the last major glaciation; probably initially by subglacial streams, then by a major meltwater river, resulting in dissection and draining of the upper parts
of the phreatic system, isolated parts of which have been encountered during mining .
(b) Short term invasion of 'sub-river' phreatic loops and deposition of gravels therein.
(c) Development of exposed channels, as resurgences in the lower Alyn gorge, and swallets in the upper
Alyn gorge but with a very shallow vadose zone.
5.
Re-glaciation with partial filling of the Alyn Gorge and valley with boulder clay and finally with
gravelly deposits.
6.
Partial re-excavation of the valley and development of the present swallets. Development of springs
at Hesp Alyn as the main point of resurgence for the Karstic drainage from the present-day river
swallets.
Post-Mining
It is likely that the system described was first partially drained during working of the llyn y Pandy
and Pen y Fron mines in the latter half of the 18th century, when extensive pumping was carried out by
water wheels and later by pumping engines. A depth of about 50 metres below river level was drained ,
Walker (1791). After about 1805 working ceased and the area was not again unwatered until the Halkyn
Tunnel reached the area in 1901. This resulted in a permanent change to the flow in the Alyn system the
resurgences becoming intermittent, indicating that the fissures connecting with the mine were large enough
to take the normal flow but not the flood flow in the system. With the driving of the Sea level tunnel into
the area the springs apparently ceased to function altogether, although backing up still occurs in the natural
system as confirmed by exploration in Ogof Hesp Alyn and by the fact that flood pulses in the Sea level
tunnel are considerably longer than in the surface course of the river.
Relation of the Alyn System to Geology
Clearly the most important geological factor in the development of the Alyn drainage system is the
presence of N-S cross·courses, which are often cont inuous over several miles of country. Evidence from
Ogof Hesp Alyn suggests that water flow is not necessarily confined to these fault fissures although the
direction of water fl ow is clearly influenced by them. It seems fairly certain that the main Karstic ffow is
confi ned to the Wh ite and Intermediate limestones below the lower Shale. The latter bed appears to act
as a stratigraphical barrier to the upward movement of phreatic water, similar to its effect in controlling
the upward extent of are shoots in the E-W mineral veins. It is likely that percolation water above the
shale beds is collected into a few major cha nnels and enters the main system through breaks in the shale
beds afforded by faulting.
Since the strata are thrown down in a trough between the Pant y Mwyn and Pant y 8uarth veins,
which are between the swal lets and t he former resurgences, it is likely that this is a low point in the cave
system also. The rapid increase in depth of passages in the southern end of Ogof Hesp Alyn therefore, is
probably due to the proximity of the Pant y Mwyn vein, wh ich has a downth row of about 100 metres to
the south .
It is reasonable to suppose that the explored extent of Ogof Hesp Alyn is tYpical of the karstic
drainage channels in the area as a whole . The present vertical extent of flow in this system is about 180
metres from the river bed at the swallets, to feeders entering the Sea level Tunnel. Of this about 130 metres
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would be below the pre-mining water table, and indicates a system of deep phreatic flow as described in the
theory of W.M. Davis (19301.
The form of passages in Ogof Hesp Alyn suggests a pattern of water movement similar in some
respects to that of parts of the Mendip Hil ls as described by D.C. Ford 11 968J. Tubular passages have been
developed along bedding planes, but with the strong influence of N-S faults and jointing, water flow has been
along strike in addition to down dip. Joint chimneys are much in evidence, and in the resurgence part of the
cave so far explored, they form the 'lifting' portions of phreatic loops, linking bedding plane tubes. Floor
trenches occur in the crests of several higher loops, but appear to indicate, in this case, abrasion by a stream
load in rapid flow conditions near the top of a phreatic zone, rather than isolated vadose trenches.
The amplitude of phreatic looping so far encountered is over 60 metres, but could well exceed
100 metres in the area of the structural trough described previously
Conclusion
It would be unwise of the writer to draw a series of detailed conclusions on the development of the
Alyn System as so much inf()(mation is lacking which may soon be available. An accurate survey of Ogof
Hesp Alyn is being made and of course exploration is continuing. The flooding problem is being treated
with respect and is likely to hamper work In the further parts of the cave during the Winter months.
Although some of the ideas expressed in the paper are rather tentative, it is hoped that they will
stimulate discussion of an area which has a lot to offer to the serious spe1eologist .
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N.B. This cave is very liable to flooding and low sections may take 2 weeks or more to drain after a flood.
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THE HYDROLOGY AND MORPHOLOGY OF A KARST AREA
I N SWEDISH LAP LAN D
by Ulf Hellden

Summary
In 11'11 period 1970-728 kar1t .,.. on AnfjiUltln the C.ledonlen Mountein Range in SOI.Ilhoern Lapland, $wedln.
\WI investigated. Mainlv hvdrologicallnd morphological date art! p'ft,nted in this peper together with "ummarv of lh,
Sotsbiicks CaYa, 11'1. billlesl known callern 01 Sweden.
Accordil'lg 10 KOppen's daSSliication Ihe dim.te belong1' to the type Et, tundrtl cllmelt. The prec::ipililion is

1009 mmlvear and Ihe mil" annual t!itrT\Peflltur. il ·2.~C.
The water discharge at the gr.ten lwalletland et th, kal'$t sprirog UI is recorded. Some of the undffground
connections have been proved with dyes.
The morphological forms of Ihe land$cape were systematized and then prOC8$Sed morphometri~lIv meinlv
acc;:ording to Ihe method Introduced bv Witli.rns 119619, 1971 I,
The resullS indicate thet the lal'!dlc:ape has hillh PMmlabdity In connectiol'! With a highly developed \/Klose
underground dratnage system. In the vie,nity of the 'Prings, hOWlMlr. marked IIroundwatlf hori:ons may appear.
Considerable pans of the Soubieks Cave are supposed to be 01 sub-glacial origin.

Introduction
As a stage in the investigation of the properties and effects of the groundwater and chemical
processes in arctic and SUbarctic environments with a bedrock rich in carbonate, a karst area on Artfjallet
(Fig. 1) has been investigated for morphology, hydrology and chemical processes during the period 1970-72.
Mainly hydrological and morphological data are presented and a summary is made of the Sotsbicks Cave,
the biggest known cavern in Sweden.
Geology
The bedrock is a part of the low·grade metamorphic series of the Seve·Kollnappe, which borders
the high'grade metamorphic bedrock of the ROdingfjeld nappe. The former is mainly composed of micaceous
schists, phyllites, greenstones, migmatites, quartzites and limestones IKulling 1955). The karst belt, which
is 2.4 km 2 in area, is built up of partly crystalline folded limestones, with beds varying in thickness from a
few cm to more than 0.5 m. The limestone is probably of Ordovician age. The karst belt is surrounded by
migmatitic greenschists Interspersed with winding bands of quartz. The contact zone between the limestone
and greenschist consists of calcareous and quartziferous phyllite.
The chemical composition of the limestone varies considerably in this are and the bedrock is
sometimes dolomitic. The table below gives analyses of two samples. The analyses were carried out by
Zoltan Solyum at the Institution of Mineralogy and Petrology, University of lund. Sweden.
Sample

"Cao

"MgO

"C0 2

" Fe20] +FeO

Miscellaneous

1.

40.0

4.9

35.8

0.9

18.4

2.

31.1

18.1

43.6

0.1

7.1

Si0 2 , NalO and A1 1 0]. in the first place can be referred to the category "miscellaneous". The densitY is
measured at 2.6 g!cm] .
The top parts of the succession strike in a north·easterly direction but at the level of the tree-line
they turn off towards west·northwest in the fOrm of a giant fold. As the strata are highly folded. the dip
fluctuates and its values vary from about 10° ·50° having a mean value of about 35°W. The joints strike
north-northwest to northeast.
During the maximum of the last glaciation the inland ice moved from east to west or west-northwest
in this region, situated to the West of the ice-divide. As the thickness of the ice-sheet gradually decreased
owing to melting at the close of glaciation. the highest summits were laid bare above the ice surface and acted
as barriers deflecting the ice flow. At a more advanced stage of deglaciation the ice is thought to have been
channeled by the main valleys and to have formed valley glaCiers. These gradually retreated towards the
east and thereby created the pre-requ isites for the formation of large ice-dammed lakes in the valley. This
late·glacial stage left many traces round lake Over- Uman, which was an integral part of the ice-dammed
complex of Gauta leelake (Gavelin 1910) which had an area of 550-6OQ km 1 . The shorelines of the icelake
at Over·Uman lie about 20 m above the present water level and are for the most part formed in glaciofluvial
material. Conspicuous engorged eskers- and delta formations adjacent to the investigated karst area indicate
that the su pply of subglacial meltwater was copious.
The till cover within the limestone zone has a depth varying from zero to about 30 cm above the
treeline and between 30 and 40 cm below this limit. The till is sandy and somewhat washed out because of
slope processes. About 75 per cent of the area above the treeline is covered with soil while the area below
is al most entirely covered. large parts of the area below 20 m. above present lake level consists of glacio·
flu vial material , especially the promontories to the west of the brook Sotsbiicken and Gertrudsviken.
Engorged Hker. Swedish "Sluklill", is In asker which can be found il'! the Caledoniln Mountain Range:. Th' .k...s ..e
usuilly found on steep slopes Ind their lonll IXH Ir. perpendieullr to the contours of the slopes (Mannertelt 19451.
They are believed t o hive formed in gorgH cut in the ie •.
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Climate
The nearest weather st at ion is sit uat ed at Hemavan about 25 km to t he sout h-west of the investigated
area, in the valley of the Ume River, 450 m above sea level. Th e statio n has continuous observations listed
from 1965. The annual mean t em perature fo r the period 1965-72 is _0.8°C and the annual mean precipitation
amounts to 685 mm. The d istributio n of temperature and precipitation over the year is evident from the
table below. In order to obtai n values valid for the investigated area t he t emperature was adjusted to the
altitude of 750 m above sea tevel in accordance with Angstrom's (1958) estimations. The table below gives
mean monthly values fo r 1965-72.
J
temperature
Hemavan - 14.9
temperature
750m as! -16.0
precipitation
Hemavan
50

F

M

A

M

J

J

A

S

0

N

0

Year

- 13.0

-6.7

- 2.2

3.7

10.4

11.0

10.4

5.3

3.0

- 6.4

-7.8

-0.8°

-1 4 .3

- 8.1

- 3.9

2.0

8.6

9.2

8.6

3.7

3.7

- 7.0

- 8.5

_2.2°

36

69

35

29

54

65

81

63

64

888m,

41

98

It should be noted that o nly 5 months in the year are frost·free and, accordingly, only in this period
can corrosional processes take place on t he ground surface . The subterranean drainage, however , cont inues all
the year round, although to a minimal extent in t he six wi nter mont hs. The annual precipitat ion of the
investigated d rainage area, 3.68 kml , was calculated o n the basis of the water d ischarge measurements that
were carried out twice a day in May-August and once a day during one week in December in 1971 . During
the winter months the wate r d ischarge was ro ughly estimated about once a mont h. The annual value
1000 mm (1009 mm) was the result of these calculatio ns. The evaporat ion has been assessed at 150 mm per
annum (155 mm ) wit h the hel p of Tamm 's fo rmula (Angstrom 1958) E=30xt + 221 . E=evapo ration in mm,
t::::annual mean temperature in °c.
From the values present ed it is evident that the climate of the area belongs to type Et, t undra
climate, according to Koppen's classi fi cation (Koppen 1936). However, it should be noted t hat no permafrost
exists in this region.
On June 11, 197 1, about 5 per cent of the ground surface below the treel ine was covered with
snow and 65 per cent above t his limit. About J une 25 nearly all snow had melted away.
Morphology
The ka rst zone has partly been fo rmed through selecti ve glacial erosion. Under the action of
corrosion and frost weathering a karst landscape has devel oped, characterized by pronounced karst
depressions, karren and a highly differentiated subterranean d rainage system. The limestone solution
intensity in the area has been calculat ed at 28 mm/ l000 years (He llden 1973). No less t han 67 per cent
of the annual total CaC0 3 t ransport fro m t he area takes place in the period May·July.
The depressions can be divided into five classes on the basis of their genesis and morpho logy:
swallets, solution doli nes, snow dolines (ko tlicil, joint dolines and collapse dolines .
1.
Swa llsts are depressions into which streams disappear underground . If the stream is swallowed by
a solution doline, joint doline or collapse doline, the swallet is named solution swallet, joint swallet or
collapse swallet respectively.
2.
Solution'do line is a type of depression formed by rain and meltwater trickling down through
joints and fissures and dissolving the limestone. The result is a closed depressio n with fairly even floor
and gently sloping sides. The doline is covered with a thin layer of soil with an accumulation of residual
and washed down material on t he fl oor.
3.
The snow doline (kotl ici) is in part fi lled with snow almost all the year round. The deve lopment
of snow dolines is dependent on frost shatt ering and the snow meltwater which is su pposed to be rich in
CO 2 • The sides are very steep and sometimes strewn with loose fro st-shattered blocks and boulders.
4.
The jo int doli ne is for med along a joint or along a bedd ing plane in the limesto ne. The length
generally exceeds the width by two and a hal f times.
5.
Collapse dolines are depressions t hat have developed because parts of the subterranean drainage
system have caved in. The largest collapse doline , " Devil 's Crater", has a diameter of about 50 m and is
directly connected with the st ream passage in the inner part of t he Sotsbacks Cave, situated 34 m below the
surface.
Common to all t he karst depressions is the fact that they function as channels d raining the landscape,
the swallets by engulfing su rface streams and the dolines through the absorption of the remaining water.
Karren furrows are not very frequen t. The number of karren can be assessed at about one hundred
which are concentrated on a few bare rock surfaces all located above the treeline. The most freque nt types
are, according to B6gli's (1960) classificat ion: Rillen-, Rinnen- and Rundka rren.
Hydrology
None of the allochthonous streams t hat reach the karst belt flow o ver more than c. 1OO m limestone
before they disappear in a swallet. The whole drainage pattern is subterranean except during the snow melt
period at the end of May and beginning of June, when autochthonous meltwater can give r ise t o small
brooks. Of the swallets marked on the map (Fig . 21 5,, 5 1 and S 3 absorb at least 95 per cent of the
allochthonous water discharge. The rest of the swallet s are more or less intermittent and mainly funct ion
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during the snow melt period , SI is classified as a colla pse swallet and drains the largest brook that reaches
the limestone belt. This brook has its source in the Gertrud Lakes of which the upper is situated in a cirque
and the lower is dammed by moraine material.
In order to establish the communication between different swallets and springs and to get an idea
of the characteristic features o f the underground drainage system four tracing experiments were carried out
with Rhodamine B. Water samples were taken at varying time intervals and analysed two months later in
an Aminco-Bowman Spectrophotofluorometer. As Rhodamine B is sensitive to ultra-violet radiation, the
sample bottles were stored up wrapped in tinfoil.
The experiments showed that both 5. ,
and S3 had communication with the outlet U I. The
adsor ption of the dyestuff on clay, humus particles and limestone has been shown to be appreciable under
some circumstances (Knutsson 1970).
The adsorp tion at t he experiments mentioned varied between 0.4 and 97 per cent. Two experiments
were made at SI at different water discharges (Fig. 3). At a water discharge at the spring U. of 320 lIs and
at 5. of 120 lIs t he colour reached U 1 after 3 hours. After 20 hours 97.6 per cent of the dyestuff had
passed through. The least d istance between swallet and outlet, 2200 m, corresponds to an underground
water velocity of 0.23 mIs, which is about half of the velocity before it reaches the entrance. At a water
discharge of 191 lIs at U. and 113 lIs at SI the corresponding values were 4 hours, 56 per cent and 0.17 mls.
In this case, too, the water velocity unde rground is half of the velocity before the water arrives at the
entrance. The difference in adSOrption between the two experiments is probably due to the fact that at the
lower water discharge each litre of water acts over larger surfaces than at higher discharge. The two small
secondary maxima that can be observed on each curve for S. may be due to small ramifications in the
drainage network.
If we suppose that the water travels underground with the same velocity as on the surface, the
drainage path between 51 and U. will then be 5400 m. The high adsorption values of dye in S, and S) may
be caused by the small d ischarges of the SYfaliets and poorly developed underground dra inage channels.
The water discharge at the two swallets 5. and S, and at the outlet U 1 is shown in Fig. 4. U. has
a calcu lated annual mean value of 105 lIs and delivers water, all the year round . During the one week long
measuring period in December 1971, after mo re than one month's frost, an average water discharge of
50 lIs was recorded. The average in the period September-April has been roughly estimated at 251/5 which
is thought to be a minimal value. Most of this winter flow originates from snow and ice me lti ng in the
contact zone between the relatively warm cave atmosphere and the zero isotherm. During the snow melt
at the end of May and beginning of June up to 60 per cent of the outfloW at U 1 may consist of percolatio n
water . This value decreases rapidly and at the beginning of August it is only one or two per cent of the
outflow.

s.:

The Sotsbicks Cave
The Sotsbacks Cave, the largest known cavern of Sweden, forms an integral part of the subterranean
drainage system. It has a mapped length of 1650 m and a vertical amplitude of 110 m between the entrance
SI and the innermost part 520 m from the entrance . The d istance between swallet and outlet (U I) is 2200 m
horizontally and 250 m vertically. The cave consists of an upper dry system and an active lower system which
is drained by the brook that is swallowed at 51. The cavities vary from those too small to penetrate to
chambers with a length of 20 m, a width of c , 15m and a height of c. 15 m. The abundance of erosive forms
is great with water falls, rapids, small ponds, pot-holes, phreatic and meandering tunnels, scallops and
cave karren. The accumulative forms are represented by collapses, residual material, sediment accumulations
and different types of CaCO, precipitation. Certain portions of the upper tunnel network are filled with
thick well stratified sands. Dripstone formations are relatively rare; c. 200 stalactites with a length from
up to 10 cm and one stalagmite of about 10 cm are all that has been found .
Morpho m etry
Few types of landscape are $0 well suited for quantitative analysis as the karst landscape. The
landscape forms, which in temperate and arctic areas are mainly made up of different types of depressions,
karren, springs, swallets and underground drainage systems, can easily be measured and processed
statistically. Precise, summarised material can be presented to the reader by means of mean morphometric
parameters and the results can easily be compared with those from other karst areas. In sp ite of this the
quantitative method is little used and development is still in its initial stage. The presentation below is
mainly based on the methodology introduced by Williams (1969, 1972).
Drail"lllge system
Abbreviations:
.. the area of the limestone zone in km' .
A

5 -

As

'" average altitude of the swallets in m above sea level.

Kr

.. karst resurgence

Ar

,. the average altitude of the resurgences in m above sea level.

L

.. the length of the brooks on limestone

Lu

-

swallet

the horizontal distance between a swallet and its nearest karst SPfing.

,. interm ittent.

p ,. permanent.

f
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- fossil.

o • standard deviation.

Definitions:
~ S
1.
Swallet density Os ., -X- gives a measure of how many $Wallets occur per unit of limestone.
2.

. 0r - A
E K,
R··
"!rig denaty

3.

Swalletlrising ratio Rsr - ; ; gives an indication of the extension and ram ification of the

,

SUbterranean drainage system. A vadose system might be expected to have values greater than one while
well developed phreatic systems might have to have values les$ than one.
4.
Mean shortest distance of underground flow ( u is the average horizontal d istance between each
swallet and its resurgence. If the communication with the resurgence is not known, the distance to nearest
resurgence applies.
Rising coefficient Vhr - a Hr xl00

5.

where a Hr is the standard deviat ion of the sample . The rising

R,
coefficient is a measure of the altitude variation of the karst springs and can be interpreted as a measure of
the uniformity of the ground water table. It can thereby give an idea of the development and extension
pattern of the underground drainage system. Low values of Vhr indicate a uniform ground water table while
high values might indicate that no ground water table exists. The karst springs have been grouped at three
different altitude levels R ra' Rrb end Rrc ' There are no indications of existing perched water tables. The
rising coefficient is steted separately for each of the mentioned groups.
Stream density on limestone 0

6.

1 -

I:A l is a measure of the length of surface drainage channel per

unit of area, accordingly, an indi rect measure of the permeability of the karst zone.
AMults:

a

p

a

f

a

p+i+f

a

S

11.0

9.0

K,

9.0

4.0

R,

564m

76.6

586m

14.5

178m

56.6

598 m

111.4

t\a

750 m

0.0

175m

0.0

178m

56.6

170m

35.4

Arb

595 m

0.0

595 m

0.0

R

522 m

2.4

522 m

2.7

20.0
15.0

2.0

4.0

522 m

"'
The distribution of the springs over the three levels Are; R

rb and Rrc :

p

f

p+i+f

Ara

1

1

2

4

Arb

2

a

0

2

Arc
6
3
0
9
The values of already mentioned characteristics of the drainage system (of area 2.4 km 2 ) are evident from
the table below:
f

P
2

p+i+f
8 .2lkm 2

1. Os

4.5/km

2. Dr

3.7lkm 2

1.61k.m 2

3. AS(

1.2

4. Lu

O.9km

2.3
1.1 km (1 )

5. Vhr
Vhra

13.6

2.5

7.3

18.6

0.0

0.0

7.3

4.6

Vhrb
Vhrc

6. 0,

3 .71km

2

O.8/ km 1

1.5
1.1km

0 .0

0.0
0.5
0.6 km/km2

6.1/km 2

0.5

0.8
0.5 km/km

2

1.1 km/ kml

(1) between intermittent swallets and nearest resurgences

The distribution of the swaUets over the three types mentioned earlier is evident from the table below. The
values in brackets denote the percentage of the total of swallets .
p
p+i
Solution swaltets
Collapse swallets
Joint swallets

2110%'
5125%'
2110%'

8140% '
31 15%'
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2110%'
13165%'
5125%'

The material presented here gi ves an overall picture of the drainage structure of the whole karst
zone. Through the dividing of the zone into smaller units and treati ng each unit according to the above
method further in formation can be obtained.
To sum up, it can be stated, accordi ng to the low stream density on limestone (0 1 ) the high swallet
density (Os) and the high rising density (Or)' that the zone has high permeability with a weJl.cJeveloped
underground drainage system.
The springs are found at three different levels; Ara • Arb and Arc' The low values of the rising

coefficient (Vhf) for the springs of the levels A~b' and Arc indicate that the ground·water is firmly tied to
these level s.
The values of the swallet /rising ratio (R sr ). being higher than one, point towards the fac t that the
system as a whole is vadose with no uniform ground-water table with the exception of the spring areas
around the levels Arb and Arc'

Karst depressions
Further information about the landscape and its karstification rate has been secured through an
analysis of the closed depressions (swallets, solution dolines, colla pse dolines etc) which include all the types
of d rainage holes developed owing to karst processes.
Abbreviations:
Cd "" closed depression.

Hed .. maximum relief of the depression (difference between the

Wcd = width of the depression.
highest and the lowest point).
Ade - length/widt h rat io.

sii-·. -

Lcd '" length of the depression.

Acd .. area of depression.

10 = average orientation of longitudinal axes.

Jo " average joint orientation.

average strike of the limestone.

d c " collapse doline.
d j .. joint doline .
d " solution doline.
s
A = area of limestone.
n" number of observations.
Definitions:
1: L
1.
Mean length of depressions (cd '"
cd
n

2.

Mean width of d epressio ns

Wcd " 1: Wcd

3.

Closed depression density Ded '" Cd, i.e. number of depressions per unit area.

4.

Mean area of depressions Acd .. Aed . states the approximate ground surface area (horizontal plane)

n

A

n

occupied by the depressions.

5.

Mean depression relief Acd = Hcd

6.

Index of pitting Ap =

n

:00 .states the fractional part of the surface of the landscape which

is

interru pted by dep ressions. When Ap is close to 1, the landscape is almost completely broken by depressions.
When Ap is close t o zero there are almost no depressions.

7.

Mean elongation ratio of depressions Ade = Rde , states the measure of depression sym metry. The
n

more Ade deviates from 1, the greater the asymmetry.

i
The orientation indices AOJ - .....:..a.....
and AO .Str .• ~ give the ratios of the mean orientation
Jo
Sir.
depression long axes with the mean joint orientation and mean strike of the limestone respectively. They
give a measure of the dependence of the depressions on joint orientation and strike respectively. Only joints
more than 2 m long have been measured . The strike and the joint orientation of the limestone together with
t he orientation of the longitudinal axes are also represented in the rose diagrams figs. 5-8.
8.

Results:
The swallets are referred to the depression type concerned. The val ues in brackets give the standard deviation
if nothing else is stated .

d,

dj

d,

64 (46 ,0%)

37126.6%1

38(27.4%)

dS+dtdc
139(100%)

1. (cd

8.0 m(9.2)

5.0 m(2.9)

11 .2m(4.3)

8.1 m(S.O)

2. Wcd

5.5 m(5.2)

2.2 m(1.2)

3. Dcd

26.2lkml

B.1m(4.1)

2

15.2lk m

15.6lkm
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1

5.3 m(5.8)
57.0lkml
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51

dj

d,

de

ds+dj+dc

8.3m2

117.4m2

58.8 m l

1.6m(1.3)

2.1 m(2.1)

3.9 m(5.4)

6. Rp

ln16

1/8000

1/547

, /297

7. Ada
8. ROJ

1.410.61

2.812.21

1.510.51

1.8{1.3)

0.84
1.32

0.80

0.77

0.8 1

1.25

1.2 1

1.27

4. Acd

53.2 m

5. Red

RO.Str

2

2.4 m(3.7)

To sum up, the landscape is strongly karstified with 8 high depression density. The size of the
depressions, however, is relatively small compared with the karst regions in the middle latitudes. The small
size results in low values of Rp ' a factor which is highly dependent on the karstification intensity, the age
of the landscape and the time span during which the karst processes have been in action.
The collapse dolines constitute a conspicuous feature in the landscape because of their large
dimensions. Their orientat ion seems to a greater extent than that of the other depressions to be dependent
on the strike of the limestone and less or its joint orientation. The converse would perhaps have been
expected.

Karren
About 80% of the karren in the area has been measured and the mean values given below were
calculated. The values in brackets show the standard deviation. The material has been d ivided into classes
and the variations in length , width, depth and dip are evident from Figs. 9 and 10.

n · 97
length
Width
Depth
Dip

0.58 m
0.16 m
0.04 m
46° E

(0.32)
(0.07)
(0.04)
(21.7)

It has not been possible to obtain any correlation between, on one hand , the di p, and on the other,
length, width or depth of the karren.
Discussion
Although, as mentioned earlier, only 5 months per year are frost free and, accordingly, the karst
processes on the ground surface are active only during this period, the results presented indicate a relat ively
great karstification intensity. It is, however, hard to explain the great depre~ion density and the well
developed subterranean drainage system bearing in mind the short period of time wh ich has passed since the
area became ice· free . It is therefore tempting to assume that certain portions of the undergrou nd drainage
system and the karst depressions developed sub-glacially in a late·glacial period when the meltwater supply
was rich and water flowed along under the ice masses under high pressure. The adjacent engorged eskers
and the thick glaciofluvial deposits in certain portions of the cave indicate that this may have been the case.
Today the intense vertical corrosion acts favourably for the enlargement of the karst depressions.
It was pointed out above that up to 60 per cent of the underground waterflow of the area is made up of
percolation water in the snow melting period May·July, when the principal part o f the annual CaCO]
transport takes place.
Conclusions
On the basis of the results presented in this paper the following concl usions can be drawn.
1.
The landscape has high permeability with a well developed, vadose, underground drainage system.
The karst springs, which can be grouped together at three different levels are under hydrostatic pressure and
the small values of their rising coefficients indicate marked groundwater horizons.
2.
The occurrence of glaciofluvial accumulations in parts of the Sotsbacks Cave indicates a partial
sub-glacial genesis of the underground drainage system.
3.
The landscape, althougn an arctic one, displays a large number of morphological form s. The
depression deosity is great even if the size of the depressions is relatively small, which results in low Rp
values. Different types of karren occur but they are fairly rare.
Uif Hellden,
Inst. Physical Geography,
UniversitY of lund,
Solvegatan 13,
22245 Lund,
Sweden.
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INDUCTIVE LOOPS AND CAVE SURVEYING
by R. Smith & R.A. Stevens
For a number of years the use of inductive loops has played an important part in cave surveying in
many parts of the world. Cavers often refer to such svstems as "cave radio" or the "radio surveying device".
New cave entrances have been opened up (Jones 1960). and existing cave surveys corrected. Lord (1963)
has developed the technique $0 that it can be used for location and voice communication between cave and
surface, and reception through a thickness of 200m of limestone is daimed. Von Seggern and Adams (1967)
have appl ied classical electromagnetic theory to the problem and developed formulae to take into account
the effect of rock permeability . For practical purposes this effect is negligible. They also describe equipment
for mapping lava tubes in Hawaii. For those more interested in the application of the device rather than in
the theory of operation. only the basis of operation is explained below, together with circu its which have
been found to operate satisfactorily. Other circuits and more detailed accounts of their operation afe
described in the literature. (Birchenough and Jones 1962, Lord 1963, Phillips & Standing 19691.
Use of Inductive Loops
If the loops are to be used for Quantitative work (as is usual in cave surveying) they should be of
rigid construct ion and impervious to water . The receiving coil should be fitted with a protractor scale and
plumb bob so that the angle of the coil to the vertical can be readily measured . The transmitting coil is laid
horizontally at the underground survey station to be located. Current is supplied to it from an oscillator
oscillating at a frequency (in the equipment described below) of 2KHz and pulsed at about 3 to 5 times a
second. The ctJrrent in the coil sets up a magnetic field which can be detected some distance away by a
similar coil connected to a simple amplifier system. Some concept of the problem can be grasped when it is
realised that the intensity of the magnetic field diminishes according to the inverse of the cube of the distance.
Fig. 1 shows the magnetic field developed by the 'transmitting' coil 'T'. Provided the receiving coil
R has some of the magnetic lines of force passing through it. it wi ll have a small signal developed inside
which may be detected by a simple amplifier and fed to headphones. However, if the coil lies tangential to
the lines of force no signal wi ll be developed in it (a "null").
It is possible to locate the axis of the t ransmitting coil and to calculate its depth 'H' using the formula
(see appendix )
H = d l'%cot0 ; Y.J(9cosec 2 0

1) J

where d is the distance from the axis of the receiving coil and (]) is the angle to the vertical at which a null is
obtained (see Fig. 1).
When working in the field such a formula would be cumbersome to use and so the term in SQuare
brackets has been regarded as a multiplying factor F and its value plotted for different values of (]) (see Fig. 2)
i.e. H • d x F (after Osborne 1969).
A Practical Circuit Diagram is shown in Fig. 3.
100 turns of 22 s.w.g. (0.711 m.m.) enamelled copper wire
Transmitter Coil :
Coil Diameter: 40 c.m.
Taps taken off coil after 3, 4 and 5 turns.
Receiver Coil:
500 turns of 30 s.w.g. (0.315 m.m.) enamelled copper wire
Coil Diameter: 56 c.m.s.
Notes on the Circuit Diagram
1.
The "transmitter " coil tunes to about 2KHz with a capacitor of 0.6~F. The receiver coil is tuned on
test to the transmitter frequency by trial and error or using a decade capacitor box if one is available.
A suitable capacitor can be made up from several preferred values connected in parallel. In the test
circuit a value of 0.0211lF was required.
2.
The "transmi"er" circuit works satisfactorily from up to three three·cell NIF E batteries. The average
current drawn is about 150 rnA. If there is difficulty in getting the circuit to squegg (produce short
bUrsts of oscillation) through component tolerances, the tap on the coil may be altered in conjunction
with slight modification to C2 and R3.
3.
A high grade capacitor is required for tuning the transmitter coil Cl since large circulating currents
flow in it and voltages between 200 and 300 volts are induced across it.
4.
R 1 and C3 (receiver circuit) form a fiher to limit the upper frequency response of the amplifier to
between 10 and 20 KHz. This is to prevent the base'1tmitter junction of the first transistor acting as a
detector for rad io frequencies which would mask the required frequency.
5.
The coupling between the first and second transistors acts as a high·pass filter to reduce interference
from overhead power lines. Even with this filter, power lines can pose a severe problem .
6.
The receiver circuit operates from a 9 Volt battery.
7.
Further technical details on the circuit design are to be found in the article by Stevens (1972).
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Instructions for use of the equi pment
1.
Set up the "transmitting" coil in the horizontal plane with spirit levels (small bubble levels attached
to the coil have proved ideal) and switch on at a prearranged time.
2.
Carry the receiving coil over the area to be surveyed with its plane horizontal until the signal is picked
up, Suspend the coil so that it hangs vertically. and rotate it about its vertical axis until a null is
obtained. The plane of the coil now indicates the line along which the transmitter must lie. Move
the receiver coil several yards at right angles to the plane of t he coil and repeat the manoeuvre , A new
line will be indicated which intersects the p revious one. This intersection witt be very close to the axis
of the transmitting coil. The centre of the triangle of error formed by three such lines gives the axis of
t he transmitting coil. (Fig.4.) When vertically above the transmitting coil it should be possible to
rotate the receiving coil about its vertical axis and hear no signal. This is rarely achievable in practice,
b ut see the note on precautions in oonstruction of the equipment below. Mark all lines and points on
the surface with wooden pegs as soon as they are determined.
3.
Face t he axis. Hold the receiving coil with both hands and rotate it about its horizontal axis and note
the angle Q) to the vertical for which a null occurs (Fig. 1). Choose a position such that this angle is
not less than 30°. Measure the distance of the coil from the axis and calculate the depth using Fig. 2.
Take several readings and obtai n an average value. Note that the calculated depth is from receiving coil
to transmitting coil and so allowance must be made for any surface variations in height between the
receiving coil and the axis location point. See Fig. 5.
Cautio ns
Birchenough (1970) has pointed out that false locations can be obtained. These ate likely if it is at all
possible for the receiver operator to be below the level of the transmitter coil. This is a danger in
mountainous terrain (see Fig. 5).
4.
If the signal is strong enough, a null can be obtained for Q) = 90° i.e. the coil horizontal. In this case
H=d

7i

Accuracy of the depth meaSfJrement
The calcu lations assume that the transmitting coil is small compared with the depth to be measured.
In order to compensate for errors due to the alignment of the protractor and plumb bob, it is advisable to
take readings with the plumb bob hanging over each sector of the protractor in turn. The 1'.....0 results can
then be averaged.
Application of the depth formula shows that for an error of 2° in the reading of G, where G _ 90°,
0
the error in depth measurement will be 5.7%. For a value of 0 = 30 this error will amount to 7.6%. The
received signals however, are often very small for deep work and that the null often appears very ill defined.
In such cases the accuracy will be very dependent upon how well the angle G has been determined.
Precaution' in Construct ion and Use of equipment
1.
It is essential that water does not get into the transmitting coil as this can cause reduction in winding
insu lation with impairment of performance.
2.
It is convenient for a small neon bulb to be connected across the transmitting coil to serve as an
indicator that the transmitter is working correctly when switched on.
3.
Every attempt should be made to make all equipment carried underground stand rough usage.
4.
The electronics for the receiving equipment should be housed in a screened enclosure (a die-cast
box has been found satisfactory) and screened leads used between receiving coil and this box. In use
some feedback may take place between headphones and receiving coil, resulting in a continuous signal
being heard in the headphones. Experience will soon indicate to the user that this effect is eliminated
by keeping the headphones away from the immediate vicinity of the receiving coil.
5.
It is recommended that a good pair of headphones is used with ear muffs. It has 'been found that, on
the threshold of reception, wind noise can be troublesome.
6.
When winding the transmitter coil make every attempt to maintain windings as even as possible.
Fai lure to do so may result in the electrical axis of the coil being non-unique (see paragraph 2 on the
instructions for the use of the equipment).
Ack nowledgments
The authors gratefully acknowledge the work of Mr. J_ V. Osborne who developed the simple
system of depth calculation produced here.
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APPE NDI X
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DEVELOPMENTS IN LIMESTONE GEOLOGY
IN THE INGLETON·SETTLE AREA
A. A. Wilson
(paper given at t he C.R.G. symposium at Lancaster in March 1973)

Summary
Initially the Great Scar Limestone was subdivided using fO$$ils, but the most modern work relies heavily on
lithological cha racters. Beds of DI age in whIch most caverns occur have been divided into nine cycles O$lnll major bedding
planes and joint intensity measurements. Underground studies show that clay bandS occur al a number of levels. Future
underground and surface studies using horizons at wh ich brNks occur in the normal pattern of carbonate sedimentation ar.
suggested.

1.

Division of Great Scar Limestone using Fossils.
The Great Scar Limestone with its spectacular scenery attracted early attention from Sedgwick
(18351 and Phi llips (1836). but the first systematic division of the formation by Garwood and Goodyear
(1924) was on faunal grounds. using a scheme developed in north-west England by Garwood it was possible
to divide the succession into coral-brachiopod zones. In addition certain bands with a distinctive fauna and
lithology were used as marker horizons, which were mapped over a wide area between Ingleton and Settle.
A concise account of this research was given by Dunham et af. (1953).
The lowest strata contain the distinctive fossil Michelinia grandis (C 2 age). These are conglomerates
formed of debris from the sub-carboniferous landscape in a calcareous matrix, together with limestones.
The beds range in thickness from ()'15 m and are thickest near the North Craven FaUlt. though they also
occur in pockets in the undulating basement rocks further north.
Next come well·bedded limestones of 5 1-52 age, with calcareous mudstone partings in the lower
layers and Linoprotonia corrugarohemispherica in the upper. They are altogether some 90 m th ick. but thin
out entirely against a hump in the pre-Carboniferous land surface in Crummackdale. The top of ~ is marked
by the Porcellanous Bed. a layer of very fine grained limestone less than 1 m thick.
The 52 beds are overlain by 100 m of 0 1 strata in which the main cavern systems occur. Bedding
planes are often further apart than in underlying beds and there are a number of massive units alternating
with more thinly bedded limestones. The top was drawn by Garwood and Goodyear at the Girvanelfa Band,
a persistent band of algal nodules in a limestone matrix averaging 1 metre in thickness. Within 0\ Garwood
and Goodyear mapped a brachiopod bed with Davidscnina septO$a which occurs distributed through some
9 m of strata. They thought it was easily distinguishable from a second band with D. septosa, locally present
6 m. higher in the sequence.
2.

Drvision by Major Bedding Planes
The emphasis in research centres largely on details of rock structure and lithology following the
work of Schwarzacher (1958) who noted that certain well<lefined bedding planes in limestones of DI age
were remarkably persistent. They were picked out in selected measured sections ranging from Kingsdale
across Ribblesdale to Malham and with less certainty as far away as the Brough area. The intervening
measures between the master bedding planes comprised nine cycles averaging 10 m thick and numbered 1
to 9 from the base upwards. The bedding planes themselves were considered to be free of shale partings
except for a rare reddish clay film.
The detai led analysis of individual horizons showed that the Porcellanous Bed at the top of S2 was
not a wholly persistent horizon. In the Ravenscar section near Ingleton the Porcellanous Bed was thought
to be represented only by a bedding plane, whilst there was a lower porcellanous horizon some 19 m lower
in the succession. At Malham the Porcellanous Bed was represented by a bedding plane and no lower
porcellanous horizon was recognised.
The second horizon used as a mapping line by Garwood and Goodyear (1924) has also proved likely
to be unreliable. In cycle 5 a shell bed with D. septosa occurred at all localities in the area between Kingsdale
and Malham. The shells were sometimes present through the whole cycle. but often made one or two bands
with greater concentrations. Besides cycle 5, D. septosa was also present in cycle 7 at most localities and
more rarely in cycles 6 and 8.
The third mappable band of Garwood and Goodyear, the Girvanella band, was found to be
persistent in the localities where measurements were carried up to this high horizon. It lies some 2-4 m above
the top of cycle 9.
3.

Div ision by Joint Density Measurements
Doughty (1968) studied an area broadly similar to that of Schwarzacher, namely from Kingsdale
eastward to Malham. In addition observations were made in Wharfedale. Density of jointing was measured
at successive closely spaced levels in ~ and 0 I limestones . Successive measurements in 52 limestones
showed that joint density varied little in each successive bed (Fig. 1). In D\ limestones a different pattern
emerged. Joint density was found to be almost invariably greatest in the lower part of Schwarzacher's
cycles. all nine of wh ich were recognised , and least dense in the upper part of each cycle (Fig. 1). In some
places cycles showed a double maximum and minimum indicating two minor cycles. This cyclicism is
broadly related to lithology. The lower beds with the densest pattern of joints are generally coarsest in grain
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size whilst t he finer beds in the upper part of each cycle are less densely jointed. In S2 beds the gr'ain size
varies little, in common with the almost invariable intensity of jointing.
Doughty noted trlat, in some cycles, high density jointing gave way upwards fairly abruptly to low
density jointing. In other cycles there was a more gradual passage. The lower parts of cycles as well as
being coarsest in grain tended to show more current bedding and more organiC debris.
Currently, a new paper by Doughtv (in cress, 1973) takes the recognition of the nine cycles by
joint density variations a step further. For the first time the cycles have been mapped, the area covered
being near Settle. The likelihood that the D. seprosa band would prove unreliable due to its occurrence at
multiple horizons is confirmed. A number of faults inserted on earlier maps of the area, notably by Garwood
and Good year (1924) are discounted since they were originally postulated to account for apparent repetItions,
presumed to be due to faulting of one D. seprosa 'band'.
The mapping of the cycles, backed by joint density measurements, holds considerable promise for
future surveys of the Great Scar Limestone, since it appears to be a practicable basis for refining the subdivision of a very thick lithological unit.
4.

Mudstone Bands in 0\ Limestones
The recent work of Waltham (1971) has added a new dimension to studies of the Great Scar
Limestone. He made a detailed examination of continuously exposed sections in cave systems on Greqareth
and Ingleborough and found numerous mudstone partings, not noted at surface by Schwarzacher (1958).
Though as many as fifteen partings were seen in an individual section of 0\ beds, the majority proved to be
discontinuous when correlated from cave to cave. To assist with correlation the Porcellanous Bed and to a
lesser extent the GirvBnella band were used as datum planes. Of the mudstone bands the most persistent
30 m above the Porcellanous Bed is rarely absent on Gregareth and Ingleborough and is 2 m thick in Lost
John's Hole on Gregareth. This bed may well persist into Wharfedale, according to Waltham.
The mudstone partings described by Waltham are usually 1 to 40 cm thick consisting of unfossiliferous
pyritic mUdstones, showing rusty weathering. In places the mudstones lie on channelled and "potholed"
surfaces of the underlying limestones.
In the Derbyshire Dome mudstone partings are quite cornman in the Dl limestone sequence and
the most detailed descriptions are by Walkden (1972a). The clay way boards, as the mudstone bands have
been called for many years, show several points of resemblance to those described by Waltham in the
Ingleton area. The Derbyshire clay wayooards are usually a few millimetres to over a metre thick and as
many as thirty are recorded from a single 100 m section of D \ limestones. Typically these clay bands are
unlaminated, pyritic, rusty weathering and unfossiliferous. The mudstone bands are best seen in quarries
and artificial cuttings and Walkden noted that in natural exposures the clay has often been lost by extrusion
under pressure and subsequent weathering. This wou ld tend to explain why Schwarzacher (1958) recorded
no mudstone partings in his measured surface sections near Settle, yet they were common underground
(Waltham, 1971). Walkden (1972b, fig. 2) illustrated a karstic surface with "potholes" beneath a K-bentonite
clay wayboard. "Potholing" has also been noted beneath mudstone bands near Ingleton by Waltham (1971).
X-ray and differential thermal analysis of clay wayboards by Walkden (1972a) shows that they are
potassium-rich bentonites likely to be argillation products of falls of volcanic ash. On the whole the ash
bands were not found to be laterally persistent and were of limited use for correlation.
Recently a boring in the valley of Ashfoldside Beck, 5 km WNW of Pateley Bridge, gave the following
details relating to mudstone bands in the Great Scar Limestone. Within the probable Stump Cross Limestone
(D I ) four bands of pale grey pyrnic mudstone occur ranging from 0.20 to 0.60 m thick. The highest and
lowest bands have been examined by Mr. K.S. Siddiqui who was unable to confirm the presence of
K-bentonite which would be expected to occur in the form of a mixed layer clay. He reports as follows:"An X-ray powder photograph (NEX 2094) of the untreated material showed a multiphase pattern
of predominant illite. wi th subordinate kaolinite and minor pyrite. No lines of any mixed layer clay were
identified. Another sample treated with glycerol (NEX 2095) failed to show any expansion in the lattice of
the clays, confirming the stabilised structure of illite and the absence of any interlayered clay or expanding
lattice sheet structure' .'
5.

Beds Above the Great Scar Limestone
Overlying the Great Scar Limestone and forming the upper slopes of many notable fells in the
Yorkshire Dales are rocks of Yoredale facies. These are limestones, mudstones and sandstones repeated in
some eleven major cycles and several minor ones, through about 350 m of strata. The clastic components
of the cycles, the sandstones and mudstones, are thickest in the north-west, but thin south-eastwards towards
Grassington. Individual limestones are seldom over 30 m thick and only rarely contain sizeable cavern
systems. The exception is the Middle limestone which is up to 60 m thick in lower Coverdale and in
Upper Nidderdale (Wilson, 1960). Caves occur in this limestone in both dales (Ford, 1964). The Main
Limestone is the most consistently thick limestone and locally carried undersround streams.
The cappings of the highest fells such as Ingleborough and Whernside are in beds of Millstone Grit
facies, chiefly sandstones and mudstones.
6.

Correlation of Results and Prospects for Further Work
An attempt has been made in Fig. 1 to synthesise in the vertical section the work of Schwarzacher
and Waltham. The data from DI has been purposely taken from exposures as close together as possible.
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Surface measurements by Schwarzacher on Shoutscar, Kingsdale, have been combined as far as possible with
Waltham' s underground measurements of clay wayboard horizons in Rowten Pot . The sections are 1 km
apart on the ground. A more accurate synthesis, preferably using the joint densitY system of Doughty
seems desirable.
Schwarzacher attempted northward correlation of his nine cycles as far as Brou~, but more
detailed work seems desirable. Schwarzacher believed that cycle B was probably equivalent to the Robinson
limestone of the Alston Block and 9 to the Peghorn Limestone (Fig. 1). Beds containing the GirvlJnelia
band equate with the Hawes Limestone and are labelled thus on Fig. 1. Beneath the Hawes limestone in
Wensleydale there is a sandstone. the Thorny Force Sandstone. The equivalent horizon near Ingleton
appears to be a clay band which appears to be rather higher in the succession than the parting mapped by
Turner (1968) , which was incorporated in the IGS One-inch map (Hawes sheet No . 50) and seems to beat
the top of cycle 7 or thereabouts.
Work on 0, limestones is currently being carried out on the eastern fringes of Morecambe Bay by
R. Grayson (personal communication). Emergent limestone surfaces and bioturbated horizons indicating
breaks in carbonate deposition are likely to be laterally extensive and t o be good features for identifying on
water washed surfaces within caves.
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